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1

Non-technical summary

1.1

This is a summary of the Sustainability Appraisal (SA) Report of the Broadhembury
Neighbourhood Development Plan. Situated in the East Devon District, the parish of
Broadhembury has a population of 708 residents and is partially covered by the Blackdown Hills
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.

1.2

Neighbourhood Planning was introduced by the Government in 2011 and offers communities the
opportunity to produce a planning document which will help influence development where they
live and work. The production of the plan has been led by a small group of local representatives
and will need to be approved by the community through a referendum. Once ‘made’ it will form
part of the statutory development plan for the area and will be used to determine planning
applications.

1.3

The SA is being carried out to fulfil the requirements of the Environmental Assessment of Plans
and Programmes Regulations 2004, which requires plans to consider whether the implementation
of a plan will have a significant impact on the environment. Where a plan is considered to have an
impact, a report must be produced assessing the impacts against a range of sustainability
objectives, and to consider alternatives and measures to mitigate the degree of the affects. To
reduce the burden on the Neighbourhood Plan group, Officers of East Devon District Council
offered to undertake the Sustainability Appraisal for the Neighbourhood Plan on their behalf.

1.4

This Environmental Report represents the results of the SA process that has been undertaken in
parallel with the production of the Neighbourhood Plan. It has been drafted to coincide with the
Neighbourhood Plan consultation process, when stakeholders and the public will be given an
opportunity to comment on the results of the SA.

1.5

To meet plan-making requirements, the Neighbourhood Plan will need to be in line with the
National Planning Policy Framework (“the NPPF”) and in general conformity with the strategic
policies in the East Devon Local Plan, which sets out the strategic planning context and policies for
the District.
The Objectives of the Plan

1.6

The current version of the Neighbourhood Plan (August 2016) includes a total of 18 policies and
22 community actions. The aims of the plan are shown below:
 Protect and enhance our tranquil rural environment.
 Sustain the heritage of our buildings, with new development sympathetic to the traditional
character of the area.
 Seek to ensure that our population develops in a balanced way, and promote active
engagement in community activities.
 Promote facilities to support a modern community.
 Make travel easier and safer.
 Sustain and encourage local business appropriate to our rural environment.
 Encourage small scale renewable energy schemes with low carbon emissions.
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Relationship with other relevant plans
1.7

The regulations require an assessment to be undertaken outlining any other plans that are
relevant and need to be considered when producing the Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan.

1.8

This review was undertaken at the SA scoping stage and identified the following documents as
being the most relevant, setting a framework for the Plan to work within:







1.9

The National Planning Policy Framework
The adopted East Devon Local Plan 2006-2011
The emerging East Devon Local Plan 2013-2031
The draft East Devon Villages Development Plan Document
The Blackdown Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) Management Plan 20142019.
East Devon Local Plan Sustainability Appraisal 2013-2031

A full review of these documents can be found in Appendix 4 of Appendix 4 of this report.
Summary of baseline information, including environmental problems relevant to the plan

1.10 The regulations require a full review of the environmental characteristics of the area likely to be
effect. A summary of the baseline data collected can be found in Figure 1 below:
Biodiversity, Flora and fauna
 There are a total of 9 county wildlife sites running along the northern and western borders of
the parish.
 A county geological site is present in the parish.
Population and Health
 Broadhembury experienced a faster rate of population growth from 2001 to 2011 compared to
the East Devon average.
 There is a slightly lower average age in the parish compared to the rest of East Devon.
 Residents report better levels of health compared to the rest of the District.
 There is need for 5 new affordable rented homes.
Soil and Landscape
 The Parish soil qualities range from Grade 2 to Grade 4, with the best quality land predominately
located in a strip running north to south through the centre of the Parish.
 Around 40% of the parish is covered by the Blackdown Hill AONB, known for its exceptional
landscape qualities.
Water
 The parish has two rivers; the Tale and Weaver.
 River Tale is at moderate ecological status whilst the Weaver is at bad ecological status.
Air quality and climatic factors
 No particular air quality issues in the parish.
 Broadhembury has significantly higher levels of car ownership compared to the rest of East
Devon.
Material assets
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Broadhembury has a post office, primary school, public house, community hall and place of
worship.
Cultural and archaeological heritage
 The parish has 66 listed buildings, many situated in the conservation area covering the village.
 There are also 14 registered archaeological and historical sites.
Figure 1: Summary of baseline data
Sustainability objectives
1.11 From reviewing the baseline data and relevant plans, a series sustainability objectives were
produced, bespoke to the situation in Broadhembury. These are shown in Figure 2 below:
No
Objective
1
To ensure a supply of homes consistent with identified housing needs
2
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Ensure that all groups of the population have access to local community services and
facilities
To maintain and improve levels of health in the parish
To reduce noise levels and minimise exposure of people to unacceptable levels of noise
pollution
To provide high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and recreation in order to
support the health and well-being of communities
To maintain and enhance built and historic assets
To protect and enhance the landscape and its scenic beauty, including wildlife and cultural
heritage, particularly within the Blackdown Hills AONB and its setting
To maintain the local amenity, quality and character of the local environment
To conserve and enhance biodiversity by establishing coherent, resilient ecological
networks, protecting irreplaceable habitats (inc Ancient Woodlands), minimising the
impacts of development and providing net gains in habitats/biodiversity where possible
To protect and enhance networks of pedestrian and cycle routes, to ensure connections
between people and places
To promote and encourage non-car based modes of transport, reduce journey lengths and
the need to travel
To maintain and enhance the environment in terms of air, soil and water quality, in line
with the objectives of the Water Framework Directive
To mitigate and adapt to climate change, taking full account of flood risk, coastal change
considerations and encourage the use of renewable energy sources
To ensure that there is no increase in the risk of flooding
To facilitate and encourage job opportunities in the parish to ensure a thriving rural
community
To reduce impact of traffic and improve pedestrian safety
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17.

To ensure quality primary education opportunities are available within the parish.

18.

To maintain and improve crime levels in the parish

19.

To use areas of poorer quality land in preference to the best and most versatile
agricultural land, where development in the countryside is demonstrated to be necessary
Figure 2: Sustainability objectives
Summary of SA findings
1.12 In order to consider the sustainability credentials of the plan, an assessment of the policies was
undertaken against the environmental protection objectives.
1.13 The assessment process was carried out on a policy by policy basis. The full findings of the
assessment, together with the assessment matrices, are set out in chapter 4. The following is an
assessment which focuses on the identification and assessment of effects, broken down by each
Neighbourhood Plan topic area.
Natural Environment policies
1.14 The policies on the Natural Environment were considered to all score positively against the
sustainability objectives, particularly against objectives 4, 6-10, 13 and 14, which are all
predominantly focused on the protecting and enhancing the local environment. Some minor
impacts to objectives 1, 2 and 15 were highlighted, as promoting development can have some
negative impacts on the environment.
Heritage and Built Environment policies
1.15 These policies were also considered to score positively against the sustainability objectives. The
policy promoting high quality design (DEV1) in particular has a significantly positive impact on
objectives 6-8. There is a potential mixed effect derived from making it easier for residents to
adapt listed buildings on the character of those heritage assets.
A Balanced Community policies
1.16 Promoting the development of annexes and barn conversions will help meet housing need in the
parish. Conversely, the additional criterion included in BC3 has the potential to hamper the
development of affordable housing and therefore a mixed effect is likely on objective 1. Positive
impacts on objectives 7, 8 and 17 are expected through increasing levels of development but
ensuring that it does not harm the local environment. Minor negative impacts on objectives 4, 13
and 16 are anticipated due to the increase in traffic movements and energy usage associated with
new residents.
Community Facilities policies
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1.17 These policies are considered to have a strong positive impact on objectives 5 and 2, on the basis
that they promote local community services and open spaces for the benefit of residents. Some
minor positive impacts are expected on objective 1, as protecting these facilities might come at
the expense of additional housing development.
Travel and Transport policy
1.18 This policy will have a strong positive impact on objectives 10 and 11, through the protection and
promotion of additional public rights of way in the parish. No negative impacts are expected.
Local Business policy
1.19 This policy will have a strong positive, as it promotes new retail and business opportunities in the
parish. Some minor negative impacts on traffic and transport is possible, through additional car
movements associated with new development.
Low Carbon Energy policy
1.20 This policy will have a minor positive impact on objective 12, as it promotes small scale renewable
energy in some locations. No negative impacts are expected although there is an uncertain impact
on objective 19.
An assessment of alternatives
1.21 The regulations require you to consider any reasonable alternatives that were considered
throughout the process. A full assessment can be found in chapter 5. The Neighbourhood Plan
group was asked to supply an audit trail of the alternative policy routes that were considered
throughout the process. This can be found in appendix 3.
1.22 Generally, the alternatives considered, including a ‘do nothing’ option performed worse against
the sustainability objectives than the chosen policy route. The exception was policy BC3, where a
‘do nothing’ options actually performed better overall than the chosen route.
Mitigation
1.23 Various minor adverse impacts were identified in the process of this appraisal. In these instances,
mitigation will be provided through the implementation of policies in the Neighbourhood Plan as
well as policies in the East Devon Local Plan which would apply to all development in the District,
including in Broadhembury.
Monitoring effects of the plan
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1.24 The regulations also require the SA to consider measures envisaged to monitor the effects of the
plan against the sustainability objectives across the plan period. A full list of monitoring measures
is considered in chapter 7.
1.25 Predominantly, the monitoring measures are tied-in with the monitoring measures proposed
under the Local Plan SA/SEA. This will help to ensure consistency district-wide and allow the
parish council to draw from data sources without the need to undertake bespoke research across
the plan period.
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2

Introduction

2.1

This is the Sustainability Appraisal (SA) report of the Neighbourhood Plan for the parish of
Broadhembury in East Devon. Although there is no legal requirement for a Neighbourhood Plan to
produce a sustainability appraisal, this appraisal is being is being carried out to ensure that the
plan contributes to the achievement of sustainable development. This report also fulfils the
requirements of the Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004 and
incorporates a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) of the policies contained within the
plan.

2.2

This SA should be read in conjunction with the draft version of the Broadhembury Neighbourhood
Plan dated 29th August 2016. A number of amendments have been made to the neighbourhood
plan since the first version of this SA was produced and therefore various changes have been
made to this SA report to take them into account.

2.3

Delivering sustainable development is the core principle underpinning the planning system and
the purpose of sustainability appraisal is to promote the objectives of sustainable development
within planning policy. This is done by appraising the social, environmental and economic effects
of a plan from the outset and in doing so, helping to ensure that sustainable development is
treated in an integrated way in the preparation of the plan. Sustainability appraisal helps to
deliver the UK Sustainable Development Strategy. This strategy defines the goal of sustainable
development as “to enable all people throughout the world to satisfy their basic needs and enjoy
a better quality of life, without compromising the quality of life of future generations”. It sets out
five guiding principles to achieve it:






living within environmental limits
ensuring a strong, healthy and just society
achieving a sustainable economy
promoting good governance
using sound science responsibly.

2.4

The Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan is being prepared by a steering group consisting of Parish
councillors and residents of the local community. The Neighbourhood Plan area covers the whole
of the parish of Broadhembury and was designated on the 5 March 2014. The parish of
Broadhembury contains 708 residents. It is situated in the East Devon district (see Figure 3) and
partially covered by the by the Blackdown Hills Area of Outstanding Natural beauty.

2.5

To help relieve the workload on the group and in order to provide a model SA for other groups
within the District to use, Officers of East Devon District Council offered to conduct the SA on
behalf of the group. This report therefore represents a technical assessment of the plan
undertaken by officers without consideration by elected members of the Council.
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Figure 3: Map of Broadhembury Parish
The Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan
2.6

The Localism Act 2011 introduced the right for local communities to produce Neighbourhood
Plans, which once adopted will form part of the development plan for the area.

2.7

The Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan covers the period between 2014- 2031 and attempts to
tackle various issues identified through public consultation and evidence gathering related to the
use of land.

2.8

Critically, the group formulated a series of aims that the plan aims to achieve, these are shown
below:
 Protect and enhance our tranquil rural environment.
 Sustain the heritage of our buildings, with new development sympathetic to the traditional
character of the area.
 Seek to ensure that our population develops in a balanced way, and promote active
engagement in community activities.
 Promote facilities to support a modern community.
 Make travel easier and safer.
 Sustain and encourage local business appropriate to our rural environment.
 Encourage small scale renewable energy schemes with low carbon emissions.
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2.9







The aims have then been translated into objectives which in turn form the basis of the policies of
the policies produced in the Plan. Key policies brought forward in the plan include:
Promoting affordable housing, barn conversions and annexes in the parish.
Ensuring development is suitability designed.
Protecting the natural environment.
Protecting and promoting open space, community facilities and assets.
Promotion of small scale business uses.
Promoting small scale renewable energy.

2.10 Additionally, the community have produced a series of community actions which are not directly
to land use but have been identified through community consultation.
2.11 The current version of the Neighbourhood Plan (August 2016) includes a total of 18 policies and
22 community actions.
Compliance with SEA Regulations
2.12 This report has been prepared in accordance with the SEA regulations. The reporting
requirements in Annex 1 of the SEA Directive (and Schedule 2 of the SEA Regulations) are set out
in Figure 4 below, which also indicates where in this SEA Report the relevant requirement has
been met:
SEA Directive Requirements
Where Covered in this SEA Report
Preparation of an environmental report in which the likely significant effects on the
environment of implementing the plan or programme, and reasonable alternatives taking into
account the objectives and geographical scope of the plan or programme, are identified,
described and evaluated. The information to be given is (Art. 5 and Annex I):
An outline of the contents, main objectives of Appendix 4
the plan or programme, and relationship with
other relevant plans and programmes;
The relevant aspects of the current state of
Appendix 4 and Chapter 5
the environment and the likely evolution
thereof without implementation of the plan
or programme;
The environmental characteristics of areas
Appendix 4
likely to be significantly affected;
Any existing environmental problems which
Appendix 4
are relevant to the plan or programme
including, in particular, those relating to any
areas of a particular environmental
importance, such as areas designated
pursuant to Directives 79/409/EEC and
92/43/EEC.;
The environmental protection, objectives,
Appendix 4
established at international, Community or
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national level, which are relevant to the plan
or programme and the way those objectives
and any environmental, considerations have
been taken into account during its
preparation;
The likely significant effects on the
environment, including on issues such as
biodiversity, population, human health,
fauna, flora, soil, water, air, climatic factors,
material assets, cultural heritage including
architectural and archaeological heritage,
landscape and the interrelationship between
the above factors. (Footnote: These effects
should include secondary, cumulative,
synergistic, short, medium and long-term
permanent and temporary, positive and
negative effects);
The measures envisaged to prevent, reduce
and as fully as possible offset any significant
adverse effects on the environment of
implementing the plan or programme;
An outline of the reasons for selecting the
alternatives dealt with, and a description of
how the assessment was undertaken
including any difficulties (such as technical
deficiencies or lack of know-how)
encountered in compiling the required
information;
A description of measures envisaged
concerning monitoring in accordance with
Art. 10;
A non-technical summary of the information
provided under the above headings
Consultation:
Authorities with environmental responsibility,
when deciding on the scope and level of
detail of the information which must be
included in the environmental report (Art.
5.4)
Authorities with environmental responsibility
and the public, shall be given an early and
effective opportunity within appropriate time
frames to express their opinion on the draft
plan or programme and the accompanying
environmental report before the adoption of
the plan or programme (Art. 6.1, 6.2)

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5

Chapter 6

Chapter 5 and Appendix 3

Chapter 7

Chapter 1
The SEA Scoping report was subject to
consultation with the statutory consultees
between June and July 2015. Appendix 1
details the responses received and Appendix
2 addresses how they have been addressed.
This will be expected to during in the 6 week
pre-submission consultation stage of the plan.
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Other EU Member States, where the
Not applicable.
implementation of the plan or programme is
likely to have significant effects on the
environment of that country (Art. 7).
Taking the environmental report and the results of the consultations into account in
decision-making (Art. 8)
Provision of information on the decision:
To be addressed at a later stage.
When the plan or programme is adopted, the
public and any countries consulted under
Art.7 must be informed and the following
made available to those so informed:

environmental considerations have been
integrated into the plan or programme and
how the environmental report of Article 5,
the opinions expressed pursuant to Article 6
and the results of consultations entered into
pursuant to Art. 7 have been taken into
account in accordance with Art. 8, and the
reasons for choosing the plan or programme
as adopted, in the light of the other
reasonable alternatives dealt with; and
the measures decided concerning monitoring
(Art. 9)
Monitoring of the significant environmental
Chapter 7
effects of the plan's or programme's
implementation (Art. 10)
Quality assurance: environmental reports
Details of how this SEA report meets the
should be of a sufficient standard to meet the requirements of the SEA Directive are set out
requirements of the SEA Directive (Art. 12).
above.
Figure 4: Requirements of the SEA Directive and where these have been addressed in this SEA Report
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3

Methodology

3.1

This sustainability appraisal was undertaken by East Devon District Council with input from the
Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group.

3.2

A timeline has been provided in Figure 5 below, which indicates the work that has been
undertaken so far on the SA process and how it has run alongside the development of the
Neighbourhood Plan.
Date
Task
26 April
First draft Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan policies made available to East Devon
2015
District Council.
15 June
SEA Screening and SA scoping report issued, outlining the need for an SEA and the
2015
proposed scope of the SA and opened up to 6-week consultation with the statutory
consultees (Natural England, Environment Agency and Historic England).
27 July 2015 Consultation on scoping report ends and comments incorporated into final sustainability
objectives.
07 August
First draft of the Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan produced.
2015
AugustBroadhembury Neighbourhood Plan SA work undertaken. Communication and feedback
October
on the plan provided to Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan group in the meantime as
2015
issues arose, including receipt of table of reasonable alternative policy approaches
considered.
September Amendments made to the SA taking on board changes to the draft Neighbourhood Plan
2016
from the community.
Figure 5: Timeline of SA work undertaken.
3.3








A scoping exercise was undertaken in June 2015 and can be found in Appendix 4. The exercise
involved the following main tasks and the findings are shown below:
Identification and review of other relevant policies, plans and programmes and environmental
protection objectives.
o This outlined the key relationships between the Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan
and other key planning documents including the Localism Act, NPPF, East Devon Local
Plan and other relevant planning documents. (Appendix 4 of Appendix 4)
A collection of baseline data characterising the plan area.
o This summarised the some key baseline data on biodiversity, flora and fauna, population
and health, soil and landscape, water, air quality and climatic factors, material assets,
cultural and archaeological heritage (Chapter 5 of Appendix 4)
An identification of the key environmental problems of relevance to the plan.
o Using the review of plans and programmes and baseline data a series of themes were
drawn out to identify the key environmental, social and economic problems in the area
(Chapter 6 of Appendix 4).
The development of a framework of SA objectives against which the Neighbourhood Plan will be
assessed.
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o

Based on the identified key environmental, social and economic issues in the area a
series of objectives were produced that the Neighbourhood Plan will be assessed
against (Chapter 7 of Appendix 4).

3.4

A six week consultation exercise was carried out inviting comments from the statutory bodies on
the proposed objectives. A full list of these comments can be found in Appendix 1. In light of
comments by the Environment Agency, a keener focus on the Water Framework Directive and the
need to maintain water quality has been identified and incorporated into the objectives.

3.5

Figure 6 below shows a list of the final sustainability criteria used to conduct this assessment.

No
1
2
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Objective
To ensure a supply of homes consistent with identified housing needs
Ensure that all groups of the population have access to local community services and
facilities
To maintain and improve levels of health in the parish
To reduce noise levels and minimise exposure of people to unacceptable levels of noise
pollution
To provide high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and recreation in order to
support the health and well-being of communities
To maintain and enhance built and historic assets
To protect and enhance the landscape and its scenic beauty, including wildlife and cultural
heritage, particularly within the Blackdown Hills AONB and its setting
To maintain the local amenity, quality and character of the local environment
To conserve and enhance biodiversity by establishing coherent, resilient ecological
networks, protecting irreplaceable habitats (inc Ancient Woodlands), minimising the
impacts of development and providing net gains in habitats/biodiversity where possible
To protect and enhance networks of pedestrian and cycle routes, to ensure connections
between people and places
To promote and encourage non-car based modes of transport, reduce journey lengths and
the need to travel
To maintain and enhance the environment in terms of air, soil and water quality, in line
with the objectives of the Water Framework Directive
To mitigate and adapt to climate change, taking full account of flood risk, coastal change
considerations and encourage the use of renewable energy sources
To ensure that there is no increase in the risk of flooding
To facilitate and encourage job opportunities in the parish to ensure a thriving rural
community
To reduce impact of traffic and improve pedestrian safety
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17.

To ensure quality primary education opportunities are available within the parish.

18.

To maintain and improve crime levels in the parish

19.

To use areas of poorer quality land in preference to the best and most versatile
agricultural land, where development in the countryside is demonstrated to be necessary
Figure 6: Sustainability objectives
3.6

The table in Figure 7 below outlines the scoring system which was used to assess the policies of
the plan against the sustainability objectives. This follows the guidance set out in ‘A practical
guide to Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive’ (ODPM 2006).

++

Significant positive effect

+

Minor positive effect

0

Neutral effect

-

Minor negative effect

--

Significant negative effect

? or +/-

Uncertain or mixed effect

Figure 7: SA scoring system
3.7

Alongside an assessment of the planning policies, it was also necessary to conduct an assessment
of the impacts of any ‘reasonable alternative’ to the chosen policies that could have instead been
used to meet the aims and objectives of the plan.

3.8

To do this an assessment was undertaken by the group, outlining all of the various alternatives
that were considered throughout the formulation of the draft plan and providing reasons why
they were less desirable than the chosen route. Any alternatives that were considered to be
‘reasonable’ have also been assessed alongside the final draft plan policies.
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4

Policy Appraisal

4.1

The following chapter will summarise and draw conclusions on the planning policies contained
with the draft Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan. Recommendations have been made where
relevant in order to ensure the plan responds to the findings of the study and to limit
environmental impact.

4.2

The policies within the plan are presented under various headings; Natural Environment, Heritage
and Built Environment, a Balanced Community, Community Facilities, Travel and Transport, Local
Business and Low Carbon Energy. Each individual policy will be assessed in turn.

4.3

Alongside the policies, the plan identifies various community action objectives; tasks that the
parish council intend to follow up separate to the plan itself. These often comprise of topics
identified through community consultation but are unable to be implemented as a policy as they
are unrelated to the use of land. As they are not technically part of the plan and hold no formal
weight in the planning decision making process it was considered unnecessary to undertake an
assessment of these against the sustainability objectives.

4.4

A summary of the scores for each policy is shown in Figure 8 on the following page.
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NE4- Flooding

DEV1- Design

DEV2- Listed
Bldgs

DEV3- Signage

BC1- Redundant
bldgs

BC2- Annexes

BC3- Affordable
Housing

COM1- Retaining
assets

COM2Recreation land

COM3- Sports
land

COM4- Sports
land 2

COM5Allotments

TRA1- Rights of
way

LB1- New retail

LCE1- Renewable
energy

NE3- Flora

NE2- Devon
Banks

NE1- Nat Env

1. Homes
0
0
2. Services
0
0
3. Health
0
0
0
4. Noise
++
+
0
5. Open spaces
+
0
0
6. Bui/His assets
0
0
0
7. Landscape
++
++
++
8. Local
++
++
++
Environment
9. Biodiversity
++
++
++
10. Pedestrian &
0
0
0
cycle routes
11. Transport
0
0
0
12. Air/soi/wat
++
+
0
quality
13. Climate change 0
0
0
14. Flooding
0
0
0
15. Jobs
0
0
16. Traffic and
0
0
0
safety
17. Education
0
0
0
18. Crime
0
0
0
19. Agriculture
0
0
0
Figure 8: Assessment of NP policies

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
++
++
++

0
0
0
+
0
-/+
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
+
0
++

+
-?
0
0
0
?
+
+

++
-?
0
0
?
+
+

+/+
0
+
?
?
+

++
+
0
++
+
0
+

++
+
0
++
0
0
+

++
+
0
++
0
0
+

++
+
0
++
0
0
+

++
+
0
++
0
0
0

0
+
+
0
0
0
0
+

++
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
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0

0
0

0
0

?
0

?
0

?
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

+
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0
++

?
0

0
0

0
+

0
0

0
0

0
0

-?
?
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?

+
?

+
0

+
0

+
0

+
0

-/+
0

++
0

0

0
0

++
++
0

0
0
0
0

+
0
0
0
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0
0

0
-

0
0
-

0
0
-

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

+
0
0
0

0
0
0
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0
0
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0
0
0

0
0
0

0
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0

0
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0

0
0
0

+
0
+

+
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+

+
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0
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0

0
0
0
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0
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?
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Natural Environment policies
NE1- Maintaining and Protecting the Natural Environment
4.5

By placing a focus on the natural environment, NE1 is likely to result in significant positive effects
on protecting the landscape (objective 7). It specifically mentions protecting tranquillity (objective
4) and biodiversity (objective 9). By protecting areas of natural beauty this will also have a
significant positive impact on providing open spaces (objective 5) and the local amenity, quality
and character of the local environment (objective 8), as natural open green space offers some of
the best quality amenity land for local residents. Protecting biodiversity and the landscape may
also result in a minor positive impact on air and soil quality (objective 12). There is also reference
made to ensuring no drop in the ecological status of the rivers tale, which will have a significant
positive impact on water quality (objective 12). The policy may hinder some forms of
development coming forward so it could potentially have a minor negative impact on the delivery
of homes (objective 1), services and facilities (objective 2) and the delivery of local jobs (objective
14). It does however allow for schemes in sensitive areas subject to satisfactory mitigation.
NE2- Devon Banks and Hedgerows

4.6

Policy NE2 provides protection for existing Devon banks and hedgerows. These are prominent
features in the landscape (objective 7) and contribute considerably to the character of the local
environment (objective 8). Banks and hedgerows also contain some of the richest levels of
biodiversity (objective 9) in the district and over large areas are the main refuge for various
species of plants and animals. They can also act as a buffer to noise (objective 4) and air pollution
(objective 11); particularly from traffic as they are often situated along the road network.
NE3- Native Flora

4.7

Encouraging the use of native species of planting will help encourage a rich mix of biodiversity
(objective 9) whilst also maintaining the landscape value (objective 7) and distinctive character of
the local environment (objective 8).
NE4- Preventing flooding

4.8

Policy NE4 will ensure that schemes will not come forward that exacerbate flood risk in the parish
(objective 14). In this regard, it can be seen to mitigate the impacts of climate change by
preventing development in areas likely to be affected in the future (objective 13). It may also have
a minor positive impact on water quality by preventing development in areas closely located to
rivers (objective 12). The policy may hinder some forms of development coming forward so it
could potentially have a minor negative impact on the delivery of homes (objective 1), services
and facilities (objective 2) and the delivery of local jobs (objective 14).
Heritage and Built Environment policies
DEV1- High Quality Design
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4.9

Policy DEV1 specifically states that development proposals will need to preserve or enhance the
conservation area and other heritage assets and will therefore have a significant positive impact
on maintain and improving these features (objective 6). It also ensures that development will
have to minimise impact on the visual amenity of the landscape (objective 7) and be in keeping
with the character of the surrounding built environment (objective 8).
DEV2- Redevelopment of Listed Buildings

4.10 Policy DEV2 could reduce the exposure of residents to noise (objective 4) through such measures
as making it easier to install double glazed windows into an older property. Promoting more
energy efficient homes will also have a positive impact on adapting to climate change (objective
13). Although the policy includes various conditions protecting the heritage asset, development
works affecting the exterior of a property could potentially impact upon the historic setting and
character of the asset (objective 6), although facilitating their adaption to modern use could
ensure the future of the asset through continued habitation.
DEV3- Signage and Street Furniture
4.11 Ensuring that any signage or street furniture included as part of a scheme be in keeping with the
character of the area will have a significant positive impact on the local environment (objective 8)
and a minor positive impact on maintaining and enhancing built and historic assets (objective 6).
A Balanced Community Policies
BC1- Creating Additional Dwelling Space in the Countryside from Redundant Structures
4.12 Allowing the conversion of existing structures to residential use will help to meet housing needs
within the parish (objective 1). As any development coming forward through this policy will be on
brownfield land or will utilise previously disused buildings it is also considered to have a positive
impact on the landscape (objective 7) and the local environment (objective 8).
4.13 As these policies are related to the conversion and re-use of existing buildings in the countryside,
they are likely to be situated some distance from nearby services and facilities, this is likely to
have negative impacts on ensuring that residents have access to services and facilities (objective
2) and climate change (objective 13), related to increased emissions from the use of private
vehicles (objective 13). The redundant structures referred to in the policy are likely to have
previously been tied to agricultural use, and there conversion may have a negative impact on
reducing the number of job related dwelling uses in the parish (objective 15). Additional dwellings
in the countryside will also increase the pressure on road that are generally thin, unlit with no
dedicated pedestrian footways, thus having a minor negative impact on pedestrian safety
(objective 16).
BC2- Creating Additional Dwelling Space in the Open Countryside through Annexes to Existing
Dwellings
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4.14 Allowing annexes to be developed where there is a specific multi-generational need for them will
have a strong positive effect on meeting housing needs within the parish (objective 1). A minor
positive impact on the local environment (objective 8) and landscape (objective 7), and
agricultural land (objective 19) is also expected due to them being situated adjacent to existing
properties and therefore making good use of existing land. There may also be positive impacts on
the school if residents moving into the existing property have children of school age (objective
17).
4.15 The effects on facilities (objective 2), transport (objective 11), built and historic assets (objective
6), biodiversity (objective 9) and air, soil and water quality (objective 12) are uncertain at this
strategic stage as these will become apparent as and when applications are submitted.
4.16 There may be minor negative impacts on noise (objective 4), climate change (objective 13) and
traffic (objective 16), due to additional residents situated in the area and the associated increases
in traffic and carbon emissions from vehicles and energy usage.
BC3- Affordable Housing
4.17 A minor positive impact in open spaces is expected (objective 5), as the development will have to
include a contribution to open space provision. The policy also ensures new development is fitting
in the character of the local environment (objective 8), and that it is situated near facilities,
thereby reducing the need to travel by car (objective 11). An increase in residents may also
support the local school (objective 17). A minor positive impact on services and facilities
(objective 2) is also anticipated, due to facilitating an increase in the number of residents present
in the village in the village centre.
4.18 The effects on landscape (objective 7), agricultural land (objective 19), built and historic assets
(objective 6), biodiversity (objective 9) and air, soil and water quality (objective 12) are uncertain
at this strategic stage as these will become apparent as and when applications are submitted.
4.19 Whilst the Neighbourhood Plan clearly identifies the need for 5 new affordable houses, it does
require developers to meet a fairly robust list of criteria, including ensuring the proposal has local
community support before getting permission. On top of meeting the Local Plan Strategy 35
requirements, this may make it challenging for applicants to gain planning permission for new
homes in the area, therefore a mixed effect is likely on ensuring that local housing needs are met
(objective 1).
4.20 There may be minor negative impacts on noise (objective 4), climate change (objective 13) and
traffic (objective 16), due to additional residents situated in the area and the associated increases
in traffic and carbon emissions from vehicles and energy usage.
Community Facilities policies
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COM1- Retaining Local Community Assets; COM2- Locally Important Recreation Land; COM3Retaining and enhancing Local Sport and Recreation Assets; COM4- Preventing the Loss of Local
Sport, Play and Recreation Assets
4.21 By identifying and protecting various community assets in the parish, these policies will have a
significant positive impact on ensuring residents have continued access to a range of services and
facilities (objective 2). It will also have a significant positive effect on providing quality open
spaces and opportunities for recreation (objective 5). Positive impacts are also expected on health
of the residents (objective 3), who will exercise in the protected spaces. An identified asset in
Policy COM1 is the memorial hall, which, whilst not historic (the village hall has only recently been
replaced), giving it some form of protection will have a positive impact on maintaining the built
assets of the parish (objective 6). These features contribute considerably to the character of the
parish so a positive impact on maintaining the character of the local environment is expected
(objective 8). Protecting local community assets will also have a positive impact on reducing the
need to travel (objective 11).
4.22 Providing added protection on certain areas may have a minor negative impact on the ability to
bring forward homes to meet any identified housing need in the Parish (objective 1).
COM5- Community Allotments
4.23 Promoting development of a site for allotments would have a significant positive impact on
providing local facilities for the community (objective 2) and providing opportunities for local
recreation (objective 5). It will have a positive impact on promoting health in the parish, both
through the growing of healthy food products and the related exercise benefits (objective 3).
There is also the potential for biodiversity gains (objective 9) as allotment sites can provide
habitats for a variety of wildlife including bees bird and insects- wildlife – native trees and shrubs
within these areas are also of benefit. Although there will be positive benefits on reducing the
need to travel, as individuals will have the opportunity to grow their own food locally avoiding the
need to travel further afield (objective 11), there is no condition to locate the allotments nearby
existing properties. This could conceivably lead to new allotments being located in areas that are
not easily accessible by alternative methods of transport than the private motor vehicle.
4.24 A minor negative impact might be that any site coming forward for development may also be a
suitable site for housing development (objective 1). There is a level of uncertainty surrounding the
potential loss of agricultural land (objective 19) as this will be dependent on the location of a
particular application coming forward, which the policy does not specify
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Travel and Transport policy
TRA1 - Rights of Way and Other Access (footpaths, pavements, bridleways and cycleways)
4.25 Promoting, protecting and encouraging new rights of way will have a significant positive impact
on improving pedestrian and cycle routes (objective 10) as well as encouraging non-car based
methods of transport (objective 11) by providing alternative methods of travel. Positive impacts
are also expected on improving amenity of the local environment (objective 8), encouraging
health in the parish through exercise (objective 3), improving pedestrian safety (objective 16) by
providing car-free routes and potentially resulting in better access to local services and facilities
(objective 2).
Local Business policy
LB1 - Premises for new small scale retail and commercial business
4.26 Policy LB1 promotes the provision of new small scale retail and business premises in the parish.
This will have a significant positive impact on facilitating job opportunities in the parish (objective
15) and ensuring that residents have access to service and facilities (objective 2).
4.27 There may be negative impacts upon meeting housing needs (objective 1) as it is possible that
residential premises would be converted or a new building would be proposed that could
otherwise have been used for residential purposes. Additionally, new retail premises would also
likely have a minor negative impact upon the number of car movements in the parish and thus
increase the impact of traffic (objective 16).
4.28 There is a level of uncertainty surrounding the impact on biodiversity (objective 9) and the use of
agricultural land (objective 19) as this would be established through any individual applications
coming forward. The policy allows for new economic development across the parish as long as it is
‘appropriately located in terms of its use and proximity to settlements’, no further clarification has
been provided as to what would be deemed appropriate in this context so it is possible that a
development would come forward in a fairly isolated location which would have a negative
impact on promoting and encouraging non-car based modes of transport (objective 11).
Low Carbon Energy policy
LCE1- Domestic and Community Renewable and Low Carbon Energy
4.29 The policy sets out a positive strategy promoting the use of renewable energy so will have a
positive impact on mitigating and adapting to climate change (objective 13). It doesn’t specify any
particular restriction on the use of agricultural land (objective 19) so there is an uncertain effect,
which will depend on the detail of any particular application coming forward.
Cumulative Effects
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4.30 It is a requirement of the SEA Directive to consider the likely cumulative effects of the Plan in
question. In addition, consideration of whether effects are likely to occur in the short, medium or
long term and whether they are permanent or temporary is also required. As the Broadhembury
Neighbourhood Plan covers the period until 2031, short term is considered to be in the next 1-2
years, medium term would be 3-8 years, and long term 9-16 years, although effects could still be
experienced beyond the end of the Plan period. Therefore, the likely cumulative effects of the
Neighbourhood Plan as a whole on each of the SA objectives are summarised below, as well as
whether they will be permanent/temporary or occur in the short, medium or long term.
SA Objective 1: To ensure a supply of homes consistent with the identified housing needs of the
parish.
4.31 Although the Plan identifies the need for 5 affordable homes in the Parish, it stops short of
allocating a site for development to meet the need. Policy BC3 is also considered to be fairly
restrictive in that it requires affordable housing applications to demonstrate community support,
and also appears to rule out meeting the needs of neighbouring parishes. The impact is likely to
be felt in the short to medium-term, as affordable housing need is accurate for the next 5 years.
Additionally, the Neighbourhood Plan does react to other community aspirations with regard to
housing, including the provision of smaller dwellings for younger families and for older residents
to downsize into. On balance it is considered that the Neighbourhood Plan will have a minor
negative impact (-) on this objective. Upon adoption of the plan, the impacts are likely to be felt
in the short to medium- term.
SA Objective 2: Ensure that all groups of the population have access to local community services
and facilities.
4.32 The plan contains numerous positive impacts on this objective, including policies that seek to
retain and promote community facilities and services therefore it is considered that the
Neighbourhood Plan will have an overall minor positive impact (-/+) on this SA objective. The
effect will be permanent and will be experienced over the medium to long-term as new
development comes forward.
SA Objective 3: To maintain and improve levels of health in the parish.
4.33 The Neighbourhood Plan will have a number of positive effects on health through the protection
of existing and promotion of new open spaces in the parish. It is therefore likely to have a minor
positive impact (+) on health. This is to be expected to be a permanent effect in the long term.
SA Objective 4: To reduce noise levels and minimise exposure of people to unacceptable levels
of noise pollution.
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4.34 Most of the policies in the Neighbourhood Plan will not affect this objective directly, although the
development of new housing could result in noise effects for existing residents, particularly during
the construction phase. The Plan does however, seek to protect the tranquility of the local
environment including noise. On balance, it is considered that the Plan will have an overall minor
positive impact (+) on this objective, experienced over the medium to long-term. Increased levels
of noise resulting from development will only likely be a temporary impact, whereas additional
traffic noise will be permanent once the dwellings are constructed.
SA Objective 5: To provide high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and recreation
in order to support the health and well-being of communities.
4.35 The Neighbourhood Plan contains a series of policies seeking to protect and improve the number
and quality of open and recreation spaces. There aren’t any policies in particular that will be
detrimental to this objective, therefore the Plan will likely have a significant positive impact (++)
on this objective. The effects will likely be permanent and experienced over the medium to longterm.
SA Objective 6: To maintain and enhance built and historic assets.
4.36 The plan includes measures aiming to protect local heritage assets, particularly through the design
of new development. The Neighbourhood Plan is therefore expected to have an overall minor
positive impact (+) impact on this objective, with effects being permanent and likely to be
experienced over the medium to long-term as new development comes forward.
SA Objective 7: To protect and enhance the landscape and its scenic beauty, including wildlife
and cultural heritage, particularly within the Blackdown Hills AONB and its setting.
4.37 The plan contains numerous policies which seek to protect the landscape and natural
environment. The Neighbourhood Plan is therefore expected to have a significant positive impact
(++) on this objective, with effects being permanent and likely to be experienced over the medium
to long-term as new development comes forward.
SA Objective 8: To maintain the local amenity, quality and character of the local environment.
4.38 All new development coming forward will be expected to achieve high quality design to help
ensure that the character and quality of the built environment is maintained and enhanced. The
Neighbourhood Plan is therefore likely to have an overall minor positive impact (+) on this
objective, which will be permanent and experienced over the medium to long-term.
SA Objective 9: To conserve and enhance biodiversity by establishing coherent, resilient
ecological networks, protecting irreplaceable habitats (inc Ancient Woodlands), minimising the
impacts of development and providing net gains in habitats/biodiversity where possible.
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4.39 The Neighbourhood Plan contains policies which protect biodiversity and wildlife from new
development. Although new development on greenfield land will have some impact on the
biodiversity present on the site, any negative impact will have to be assessed through individual
planning proposals and will include mitigation measures. The Neighbourhood Plan is therefore
likely to have an overall minor positive impact (+) on this objective, which will be permanent and
experienced over the medium to long-term.
SA Objective 10: To protect and enhance networks of pedestrian and cycle routes, to ensure
connections between people and places.
4.40 The plan includes a policy protecting and encouraging new routes in the parish. No policies are
likely to have a detrimental impact on this objective. It is therefore expected to have an overall
significant positive impact (++) on this objective, which will be permanent and experienced over
the medium to long-term.
SA Objective 11: To promote and encourage non-car based modes of transport, reduce journey
lengths and the need to travel.
4.41 The plan includes policies that attempt to protect existing community assets and services in the
village, which will have a positive impact on reducing the need to travel. It also protects and
promotes public rights of way to allow residents easier and improved access to local footpath
networks. The plan does allow for annexes and barn conversions to come forward, which may be
situated away from areas accessible by walking, cycling or public transport. On balance, it is
considered that the Plan will have an overall mixed impact (-/+) on this objective, which will be
permanent and experienced over the medium to long-term.
SA Objective 12: To maintain and enhance the environment in terms of air, soil and water
quality, in line with the objectives of the Water Framework Directive.
4.42 Environmental protection policies in the plan are likely to have some positive impact on
protecting air, soil and water quality. The Neighbourhood Plan is therefore likely to have an
overall minor positive impact (+) on this objective, which will be permanent and experienced over
the medium to long-term.
SA Objective 13: To mitigate and adapt to climate change, taking full account of flood risk,
coastal change considerations and encourage the use of renewable energy sources.
4.43 Although all development will likely result in some increase in carbon emissions related to
transport and energy uses, new housing is mainly promoted in the village of Broadhembury,
which has a range of community services and facilities. The plan offers some support for small
scale renewable energy in the parish. Accordingly, the Neighbourhood is expected to have an
overall minor positive impact (+) on this objective, which will be permanent and experienced over
the medium to long-term.
SA Objective 14: To ensure that there is no increase in the risk of flooding.
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4.44 The plan includes a policy seeking to ensure no increase in the risk of flooding in the parish,
including surface water runoff and therefore considered to have an overall minor positive impact
(+) on this objective, which will be permanent and experienced over the medium to long-term.
SA Objective 15: To facilitate and encourage job opportunities in the parish to ensure a thriving
rural community.
4.45 Whilst the Neighbourhood Plan is unlikely to result in any significant new employment provision,
some of the measures in the plan may result in new opportunities being provided. The plan
promotes additional retail premises in the parish and there will be short-term employment
created through the development of additional dwellings. Countryside protection policies may
restrict new employment premises somewhat. It is therefore considered that the Plan will have an
overall minor positive impact (+) on this objective. Any job creation relating to the construction of
development will be temporary whilst other effects will likely be permanent, and all will be
experienced in the medium to long-term.
SA Objective 16: To reduce impact of traffic and improve pedestrian safety.
4.46 The plan promotes new affordable housing, barn conversions and annexes and therefore this will
have a minor negative impact on increasing traffic levels associated with new residents. The Plan
does however include a policy promoting rights of way which is likely to have a minor positive
impact on creating and maintaining traffic-free walkways for residents. The Neighbourhood Plan
is therefore likely have a mixed impact (-/+) on this objective, which will be permanent and
experienced over the medium to long-term.
SA Objective 17: To ensure quality primary education opportunities are available within the
parish.
4.47 New affordable housing is likely to come forward in proximity to the primary school which has the
capacity to take more students. This will likely increase the viability of the school and will
therefore have a minor positive impact (+) on this objective, which will be permanent and
experienced over the medium to long-term.
SA Objective 18: To maintain and improve crime levels in the parish.
4.48 None of the policies included within the plan is likely to have an impact on crime in the parish. The
Plan is therefore considered to have an overall neutral impact (0) on this objective.
SA Objective 19: To use areas of poorer quality land in preference to the best and most versatile
agricultural land, where development in the countryside is demonstrated to be necessary.
4.49 The plan promotes development in the form of new affordable housing, annexes and barn
conversions. It does not allocate specific site and therefore tis considered to an overall uncertain
impact (-/+) on this objective, which will be permanent and experienced over the medium to
long-term.
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5

Alternatives assessment

5.1

Where an SEA is required, the regulations require that the report be prepared ‘identifying,
describing and evaluating the likely significant environmental effects of implementing the plan or
programme, and reasonable alternatives taking into account the objectives and the geographical
scope of the plan or programme.’

5.2

To meet this requirement, the Neighbourhood Plan group were asked to complete an audit trail of
any alternative options that were considered throughout the plan production process, alongside
any justification as to why they decided to choose a particular policy route. The table of
reasonable alternatives can be found in Appendix 3.A judgement was then made on whether any
alternatives were considered to be ‘reasonable’ or realistic with these alternatives then fully
assessed against the chosen policy approach.

5.3

It is often the case that a Neighbourhood Plan policy might cover similar ground to another policy
already relevant or enforced in the area, thus rendering it either unnecessary or irrelevant. To
establish this, each policy has also been considered against a ‘do nothing’ option, in order to
gauge the likely evolution of the particular policy-related issue without the implementation of the
Neighbourhood Plan.

5.4

Where a chosen policy is likely to have a significant negative environmental impact, methods on
how to mitigate the impact have been discussed in the following chapter.

5.5

Ultimately, there are innumerable ways you can word a policy in order to achieve a desired
outcome, where the overall impact on the sustainability objectives would remain largely
unchanged. Advice and suggestions will be provided at District Council level throughout the
process and at pre-submission consultation stage in precise wording of policies. It is not deemed
appropriate or necessary to establish every minor variation to policy wording, therefore this
assessment has only assessed those alternatives that would be markedly different from the
chosen approach, whilst still achieving the overall objectives of the Plan.

5.6

The following tables will score each reasonable alternative in turn and provide a comparison with
the chosen draft policy.

1. Homes
2. Services
3. Health
4. Noise
5. Open spaces
6. Bui/His assets
7. Landscape
8. Local Environment
9. Biodiversity
10. Pedestrian & cycle routes
11. Transport
12. Air/soi/wat quality

Policy
NE1 - Maintaining and Protecting
the Natural Environment

Reasonable alternative
Do nothing

0
++
+
0
++
++
++
0
0
++

-
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+
+
0
++
+
++
0
0
+

13. Climate change
14. Flooding
15. Jobs
16. Traffic and safety
17. Education
18. Crime
19. Agriculture
5.7

0
0
0
0
0
0

Local Plan Strategies 46, 47 and policy EN5, Neighbourhood Plan policy NE1 places weight on the
tranquillity of the area including dark skies, which provides an added level of local detail where
the Local Plan is silent. In this regard, it is considered to have a greater positive impact on noise
(objective 4) and the character of the local environment (objective 8) than having no policy at all.
By including a reference to the ecological status of the Rivers Tale and Weaver, it is also likely to
have a more significant positive impact on water quality (objectives 8).

1. Homes
2. Services
3. Health
4. Noise
5. Open spaces
6. Bui/His assets
7. Landscape
8. Local Environment
9. Biodiversity
10. Pedestrian & cycle routes
11. Transport
12. Air/soi/wat quality
13. Climate change
14. Flooding
15. Jobs
16. Traffic and safety
17. Education
18. Crime
19. Agriculture
5.8

0
0
0
0
0
0

Policy
NE2 - Devon Banks and Hedgerows

Reasonable alternative
Do nothing

0
0
0
+
0
0
++
++
++
0
0
+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
+
0
0
+
+
+
0
0
+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Local Plan policy D3 offers some protection to hedgerows by seeking to ensure that there is no
net loss in the quality of trees or hedgerows resulting from development. Additionally, policy D2
requires landscape schemes to replace hedgerows of amenity value which have been removed as
part of a scheme. The Neighbourhood Plan policy goes beyond this by requiring developers to
demonstrate that a change to a Devon bank or hedgerow is the least damaging option. In this
regard it is considered to have a greater positive impact on the character of the local environment
(objective 8), the landscape (objective 7) and biodiversity (objective 9).
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1. Homes
2. Services
3. Health
4. Noise
5. Open spaces
6. Bui/His assets
7. Landscape
8. Local Environment
9. Biodiversity
10. Pedestrian & cycle
routes
11. Transport
12. Air/soi/wat quality
13. Climate change
14. Flooding
15. Jobs
16. Traffic and safety
17. Education
18. Crime
19. Agriculture
5.9

Policy
NE3- Native Flora

Reasonable alternative
Not including the
requirement relating to
Non- native planting

Reasonable alternative
Do nothing

0
0
0
0
0
0
++
++
++
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
+/+/++
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
+/+/++
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Although there are already requirement in the Local Plan requiring the provision of appropriate
planting schemes through policies D1, D2 and D3, there isn’t a particular requirement for all
schemes to include the planting of native species. In this regard, choosing not to stipulate the use
of native species in any planting schemes could potentially have a negative impact on the
landscape (objective 7) and character of the local environment (objective 8) as the use of nonnative species may itself look out of character with the surrounding environment and form an
unacceptable intrusion on the landscape.

1. Homes
2. Services
3. Health
4. Noise
5. Open spaces
6. Bui/His assets
7. Landscape
8. Local Environment
9. Biodiversity
10. Pedestrian & cycle routes
11. Transport
12. Air/soi/wat quality

Policy
NE4 –Preventing Flooding

Reasonable alternative
Do nothing

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
+

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
+
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13. Climate change
14. Flooding
15. Jobs
16. Traffic and safety
17. Education
18. Crime
19. Agriculture

++
++
0
0
0
0

+
+
0
0
0
0

5.10 Local Plan policy EN21 requires development to undergo a sequential test to avoid it being
situated in more vulnerable flood zone areas. It also requires the production of a flood risk
assessment demonstrating that the development will be safe, not increase flood risk elsewhere
and where possible, reduce overall flood risk. It does not however, make reference to areas that
suffer from surface water runoff, in this regard the Neighbourhood Plan policy will have a greater
positive impact on mitigating the impacts of climate change (objective 13) and reducing the
impact of flooding (objective 14).

1. Homes
2. Services
3. Health
4. Noise
5. Open spaces
6. Bui/His assets
7. Landscape
8. Local Environment
9. Biodiversity
10. Pedestrian & cycle routes
11. Transport
12. Air/soi/wat quality
13. Climate change
14. Flooding
15. Jobs
16. Traffic and safety
17. Education
18. Crime
19. Agriculture

Policy
DEV1- High Quality Design

Reasonable alternative
Do nothing

0
0
0
0
0
++
++
++
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
++
+
+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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5.11 Local Plan policy D1 requires the scale, massing, density, height, fenestration and materials of
buildings to relate well to their context, as well as not adversely affecting the distinctive historic
or architectural character of the area. It also requires that proposals should have regard to local
Village and Design Statements. By placing a clearer emphasis on proposals taking into account the
parish design statement the Neighbourhood Plan policy is considered to have a stronger positive
impact on the local environment and surrounding landscape.
5.12 As a note it would be useful for the new Parish Design Statement principles to be summarised or
transcribed into the supporting text for ease of reference and to ensure that decision makers are
aware and can react to them accordingly.

1. Homes
2. Services
3. Health
4. Noise
5. Open spaces
6. Bui/His assets
7. Landscape
8. Local Environment
9. Biodiversity
10. Pedestrian & cycle routes
11. Transport
12. Air/soi/wat quality
13. Climate change
14. Flooding
15. Jobs
16. Traffic and safety
17. Education
18. Crime
19. Agriculture

Policy
DEV2- Redevelopment of Listed
Buildings

Reasonable alternative
Do nothing

0
0
0
+
0
-/+
0
0
0
0
0
0
+
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5.13 Local Plan policy EN9 protects designated heritage assets against substantial harm or total loss. By
potentially making it more difficult to modify heritage assets through the installation of double
glazing etc, a ‘do nothing’ approach would have a positive impact on maintaining historic assets
(objective 6), however this could potentially have a negative impact on minimising the exposure
of residents to noise (objective 4) and adapting to climate change (objective 13).

1. Homes
2. Services
3. Health
4. Noise
5. Open spaces
6. Bui/His assets

Policy
DEV3 - Signage and Street Furniture

Suitable alternative
Do nothing

0
0
0
0
0
+

0
0
0
0
0
-
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7. Landscape
8. Local Environment
9. Biodiversity
10. Pedestrian & cycle routes
11. Transport
12. Air/soi/wat quality
13. Climate change
14. Flooding
15. Jobs
16. Traffic and safety
17. Education
18. Crime
19. Agriculture

0
++
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5.14 Having no policy on signage and street furniture could potentially have a negative impact on built
or historic assets (objective 6) and the character of the local environment (objective 8) as
development may include elements that would otherwise be out of character with the
surrounding area.

1. Homes
2. Services
3. Health
4. Noise
5. Open spaces
6. Bui/His assets
7. Landscape
8. Local Environment
9. Biodiversity
10. Pedestrian & cycle routes
11. Transport
12. Air/soi/wat quality
13. Climate change
14. Flooding
15. Jobs
16. Traffic and safety
17. Education
18. Crime
19. Agriculture

Policy
BC1- Creating Additional Dwelling
Space in the Countryside from
Redundant Structures

Reasonable alternative
Do nothing

+
-?
0
0
0
?
+
+
?
0
-?
?
0
+
0
+

+
0
0
0
?
+
+
?
0
?
0
0
+
0
+
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5.15 Local Plan policy D8 on the re-use of rural buildings outside settlements covers similar ground to
this policy and therefore a no-policy approach is likely to have a similar impact. The main
difference is that Neighbourhood Plan policy BC4 appears to extend the policy to cover
‘structures’ and not just buildings, however this appears to be controlled as criteria i) requires the
structure to be structurally sound without requiring substantial alteration to be converted into a
dwelling.

1. Homes
2. Services
3. Health
4. Noise
5. Open spaces
6. Bui/His assets
7. Landscape
8. Local Environment
9. Biodiversity
10. Pedestrian & cycle routes
11. Transport
12. Air/soi/wat quality
13. Climate change
14. Flooding
15. Jobs
16. Traffic and safety
17. Education
18. Crime
19. Agriculture

Policy
BC2- Creating Additional Dwelling
Space in the Open Countryside
through Annexes to Existing
Dwellings

Reasonable alternative
Do nothing

++
-?
0
0
?
+
+
?
0
-?
?
0
0
+
0
+

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5.16 There is currently no equivalent local plan policy allowing annexes to be constructed. A ‘do
nothing’ route would therefore have a negative impact on meeting an identified need for this type
of development (objective 1). Quite often a rural need for an annex will arise from residents who
wish to nurse an elderly relative in their own home and having no policy provision to allow this
type of development may have a negative impact upon levels of health in the parish (objective 3).
As no development would be allowed impacts on the other objectives are likely to be neutral.

1. Homes
2. Services
3. Health
4. Noise
5. Open spaces
6. Bui/His assets
7. Landscape

Policy
BC3- Affordable Housing

Reasonable alternative
Do nothing

+/+
0
+
?
?

+
+
0
+
?
?
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8. Local Environment
9. Biodiversity
10. Pedestrian & cycle routes
11. Transport
12. Air/soi/wat quality
13. Climate change
14. Flooding
15. Jobs
16. Traffic and safety
17. Education
18. Crime
19. Agriculture

+
?
0
+
?
0
0
+
0
?

+
?
0
+
?
0
0
+
0
?

5.17 Local Plan Strategy 35 allows for affordable housing to come forward where there is a
demonstrable housing need. As such, it is considered to have a positive impact on ensuring that
housing needs are met. Policy BC3 as written includes various additional criteria that an applicant
must meet, including demonstrating community support for the proposal, which may prove
difficult to achieve. In addition, the Local Plan allows for additional regard to be paid to the
housing need in neighbouring parishes when considering affordable housing applications,
whereas policy BC3 appears to remove this possibility by including criteria requiring applicants to
demonstrate how they are meeting only the specific needs of Broadhembury. Consequently,
policy BC2 is regarded as having a mixed impact on meeting identified housing needs.

1. Homes
2. Services
3. Health
4. Noise
5. Open spaces
6. Bui/His assets
7. Landscape
8. Local Environment
9. Biodiversity
10. Pedestrian & cycle routes
11. Transport
12. Air/soi/wat quality
13. Climate change
14. Flooding
15. Jobs
16. Traffic and safety
17. Education
18. Crime
19. Agriculture

Policy
COM1- Retaining Local Community
Assets

Reasonable alternative
Do nothing

++
+
0
++
+
0
+
0
0
+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

++
+
0
++
+
0
+
0
0
+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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5.18 Local Plan strategy 32 offers a similar level of protection to employment, retail and community
uses from development and policies RC1 and RC6 offers an equivalent level of protection for
community facilities and recreation land. Although a worthwhile exercise for the Neighbourhood
Plan to identify the particular facilities in their area that are worthy of protection a ‘do nothing’
approach would have a similar impact against the sustainability objectives in policy terms.

1. Homes
2. Services
3. Health
4. Noise
5. Open spaces
6. Bui/His assets
7. Landscape
8. Local
Environment
9. Biodiversity
10. Pedestrian &
cycle routes
11. Transport
12. Air/soi/wat
quality
13. Climate
change
14. Flooding
15. Jobs
16. Traffic and
safety
17. Education
18. Crime
19. Agriculture

Policy
COM2- Locally
Important
Recreation Land

Policy
COM3 – Retaining
and Enhancing Local
Sport and
Recreation Assets

Policy
COM4- Preventing
the Loss of Local
Sport, Play and
Recreation Assets

Reasonable
alternative
Do nothing

++
+
0
++
0
0
+

++
+
0
++
0
0
+

++
+
0
++
0
0
+

++
+
0
++
0
0
+

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

+
0

+
0

+
0

+
0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

5.19 Recreation land is covered under local plan policy RC1 which protects against its loss unless
alternative use of equivalent community benefit is made available, it enhances or retains its
recreational value or there is an excess of public open space. Although a worthwhile exercise for
the Neighbourhood Plan to identify the particular recreational land in their area that are worthy
of protection a ‘do nothing’ approach would have a similar impact against the sustainability
objectives in policy terms.

1. Homes
2. Services
3. Health

Policy
COM5- Community Allotments

Reasonable alternative
Do nothing

++
+

0
-
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4. Noise
5. Open spaces
6. Bui/His assets
7. Landscape
8. Local Environment
9. Biodiversity
10. Pedestrian & cycle routes
11. Transport
12. Air/soi/wat quality
13. Climate change
14. Flooding
15. Jobs
16. Traffic and safety
17. Education
18. Crime
19. Agriculture

0
++
0
0
0
+
0
+/0
+
0
0
0
0
0
?

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5.20 Local Plan policy RC2 supports provision of allotments within or adjoining built-up areas. As
Broadhembury is expected to lose its built-up area boundary there is no specific Local Plan
provision for promoting or supporting allotments in the parish. In this regard a ‘do nothing’
approach is likely to have a negative impact on ensuring groups have access to local community
services and facilities (objective 2), open spaces (objective 5) and not promoting healthy living
(objective 3). It would also potentially have a negative impact upon climate change (objective 13),
by not allowing residents to grow their own food and forcing them to travel further afield
(objective 11).

1. Homes
2. Services
3. Health
4. Noise
5. Open spaces
6. Bui/His assets
7. Landscape
8. Local Environment
9. Biodiversity
10. Pedestrian & cycle routes
11. Transport
12. Air/soi/wat quality
13. Climate change
14. Flooding
15. Jobs
16. Traffic and safety
17. Education

Policy
TRA1- Rights of Way and Other
Access (footpaths, pavements,
bridleways and cycleways)

Reasonable alternative
Do nothing

0
+
+
0
0
0
0
+
0
++
++
0
0
0
0
+
0

0
+
+
0
0
0
0
+
0
+
+
0
0
0
0
+
0
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18. Crime
19. Agriculture

0
?

0
?

5.21 Local Plan policy TC4 offers protection to existing footpaths, cycleways and footpaths and requires
new development to provide provide, improve and extend facilities for pedestrians and cyclists
commensurate with the scale of the proposal. There are no bespoke policies supporting
development that improves pedestrian and cycleway links, in this regard a ‘do nothing’ approach
is considered to have a slightly less positive impact on enhancing networks of pedestrian and cycle
routes (objective 10) and promoting non-car based modes of transport (objective 11).

1. Homes
2. Services
3. Health
4. Noise
5. Open spaces
6. Bui/His assets
7. Landscape
8. Local Environment
9. Biodiversity
10. Pedestrian & cycle routes
11. Transport
12. Air/soi/wat quality
13. Climate change
14. Flooding
15. Jobs
16. Traffic and safety
17. Education
18. Crime
19. Agriculture

Policy
LB1- Premises for new small scale
retail and commercial business

Reasonable alternative
Do nothing

++
0
0
0
0
0
0
?
0
0
0
0
++
0
0
?

++
0
0
0
0
0
0
?
0
+
0
0
0
++
0
0
?

5.22 In East Devon, historically there have been significant concerns regarding the growth of out of
town shopping units detracting from village and town centre shopping vitality and promoting
unsustainable patterns of development. Whilst Local Plan policies E5, E12, and E15 promote
economic development in rural areas on some level, they try to ensure that these are well related
to existing settlements and only allow retail development to occur outside villages where it
directly relates to an existing rural business, in this regard a ‘do nothing’ approach has a more
positive impact on reducing the need to travel by the private car (objective 11). This differs from
Neighbourhood Plan policy LB1 which allows development that is ‘appropriately’ located in terms
of proximity to settlements.

1. Homes
2. Services

Policy
LCE1- Domestic and Community
Renewable and Low Carbon Energy

Reasonable alternative
Do nothing

0
0

0
0
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3. Health
4. Noise
5. Open spaces
6. Bui/His assets
7. Landscape
8. Local Environment
9. Biodiversity
10. Pedestrian & cycle routes
11. Transport
12. Air/soi/wat quality
13. Climate change
14. Flooding
15. Jobs
16. Traffic and safety
17. Education
18. Crime
19. Agriculture

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
+
0
0
0
0
0
?

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
+
0
0
0
0
0
?

5.23 Local Plan strategy 39 promotes the use of renewable and low carbon domestic energy projects
subject to any adverse environmental and heritage impacts being addressed. In this way a ‘do
nothing’ approach has a similar impact on the sustainability objectives.

6

Mitigation

6.1

The SA Directive requires consideration of “measures envisaged to prevent, reduce and as fully as
possible offset any significant adverse effect on the environment of implementing the plan or
programme”.

6.2

Various minor adverse impacts were identified in the process of this appraisal. In these instances,
mitigation will be provided through the implementation of policies in the Neighbourhood Plan as
well as policies in the East Devon Local Plan which would apply to all development in the District,
including in Broadhembury. Figure 9 below identifies the Neighbourhood Plan and Local Plan
policies that are expected to provide mitigation for the potential negative effects (both minor and
significant) identified through the SA of the Neighbourhood Plan. Note that only those SA
objectives for which potential negative effects were identified have been included in the table.
SA objectives which potential significant effects
have been identified
To ensure a supply of homes consistent with
identified housing needs

1
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Possible mitigation to be provided
through other Neighbourhood Plan and
Local Plan policies
 BC1
 BC2
 BC3
 Local Plan Strategy 35- Exception
Mixed Market and Affordable Housing
at Villages, Small Towns and Outside

Ensure that all groups of the population have access
to local community services and facilities

2

4.

To reduce noise levels and minimise exposure of
people to unacceptable levels of noise pollution
To maintain and enhance built and historic assets

6.























Built-up Area Boundaries
Local Plan Policy H5
COM1
COM2
COM3
COM4
COM5
Local Plan Policy E5
Local Plan Policy E12
Local Plan Policy RC5
Local Plan Policy RC6
NE1
Local Plan Policy D1
Local Plan Policy EN14
DEV1
Local Plan policy EN8
Local Plan policy EN9
Local Plan policy EN10
Local Plan Strategy
NE1
Local Plan Strategy 47

To protect and enhance the landscape and its scenic
beauty, including wildlife and cultural heritage,
7.
particularly within the Blackdown Hills AONB and its
setting
To promote and encourage non-car based modes of  Local Plan Strategy 7
11. transport, reduce journey lengths and the need to
 Local Plan Strategy 5b
travel
To maintain and enhance the environment in terms
 Local Plan Policy EN13
12. of air, soil and water quality, in line with the
 Local Plan Policy EN14
objectives of the Water Framework Directive
 Local Plan Policy EN18
To mitigate and adapt to climate change, taking full
 Local Plan Strategy 7
13. account of flood risk, coastal change considerations
 Local Plan Strategy 5b
and encourage the use of renewable energy sources
To facilitate and encourage job opportunities in the
 Local Plan Policy E5
15.
parish to ensure a thriving rural community
 Local Plan Policy H5
To reduce impact of traffic and improve pedestrian
 TRA1
16.
safety
To use areas of poorer quality land in preference to
 Local Plan Policy EN13
the best and most versatile agricultural land, where
19.
development in the countryside is demonstrated to
be necessary
Figure 9: Mitigation measures provided through other Neighbourhood Plan and Local Plan policies
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7

Monitoring and Next Steps

7.1

The SEA regulations requires that ‘member states shall monitor the significant environmental
effects of the implementation of plans or programmes... in order, inter alia, to identify at an early
stage, unforeseen adverse effects, and be able to undertake appropriate remedial action’ (Article
10.1).

7.2

It is important to remember that this is a plan for the future, any impacts of the neighbourhood
plan are not likely to be noticed immediately but rather throughout the period of the plan up until
2031. It is therefore important to establish early on how the success of the plan is going to be
monitored and what the indicators are to measure any environmental effects throughout the
plan’s lifespan.

7.3

Over the course of the plan period, situations may arise that requires that will alter or change the
overall sustainability of the parish, for example the parish might lose its school or shop.
Monitoring will allow the Parish Council to identify whether the overall success of the plan and in
some cases, may identify the need for a policy to be amended or deleted, which could trigger a
review of the NDP, or for further policy guidance to be developed e.g. a Supplementary Planning
Document.

7.4

In order to measure the impact of the plan against the sustainability objectives, Figure 10 below
identifies the potential indicators that can be utilised across the lifespan of the plan. Note that the
indicators are included only as suggestions at this stage, as it is recognised that various datasets
might not be available for monitoring some of the sustainability effects of the Neighbourhood
Plan.

7.5

Monitoring Reports are already produced for the District, and monitoring proposals are presented
in the latest iteration of the SA/SEA report on the Local Plan. Suggestions have therefore been
drawn from these as a basis for the proposed indicators.

7.6

Additionally, the data used for monitoring will often be provided by outside bodies, including East
Devon District Council, thus will not always be available or accessible to the Parish Council. It is
therefore recommended that the parish council continue a dialogue with statutory environmental
consultees and other stakeholders, in order to work with them to agree the relevant sustainability
effects to be monitored and to obtain information that is appropriate, up-to-date and reliable.
SA objectives
To ensure a supply of homes consistent with
identified housing needs

1
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Suggested indicators for monitoring
effects of the Neighbourhood Plan
 Number of new homes built across the
parish per year.
 Number of affordable homes built
across the parish compared with
affordable housing need.
 Level of housing development taking
place within allocated site or policy-

2
3.
4.

5.

Ensure that all groups of the population have access
to local community services and facilities
To maintain and improve levels of health in the
parish



To reduce noise levels and minimise exposure of
people to unacceptable levels of noise pollution
To provide high quality open spaces and
opportunities for sport and recreation in order to
support the health and well-being of communities



To maintain and enhance built and historic assets









6.


7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

To protect and enhance the landscape and its scenic
beauty, including wildlife and cultural heritage,
particularly within the Blackdown Hills AONB and its
setting
To maintain the local amenity, quality and character
of the local environment






To conserve and enhance biodiversity by
establishing coherent, resilient ecological networks,
protecting irreplaceable habitats (inc Ancient
Woodlands), minimising the impacts of development
and providing net gains in habitats/biodiversity
where possible
To protect and enhance networks of pedestrian and
cycle routes, to ensure connections between people
and places
To promote and encourage non-car based modes of
transport, reduce journey lengths and the need to
travel



To maintain and enhance the environment in terms
of air, soil and water quality, in line with the
objectives of the Water Framework Directive










13.

To mitigate and adapt to climate change, taking full
account of flood risk, coastal change considerations
and encourage the use of renewable energy sources
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acceptable areas.
Number of local services and facilities
within the parish.
Average life expectancy
Census data on the condition of
individuals health.
Number of noise pollution incidents
logged.
Number of open space and recreation
areas in the parish
Number of new recreation-related
equipment.
Number of heritage assets within the
parish on the ‘Heritage at Risk
Register’.
Number of applications on or affecting
heritage assets.
Number of applications on Greenfield
land
Number of applications in the AONB.
Number of developments complying
with the Village Design Statement.
Number of permitted applications
objected to by the Parish Council.
Changes in areas and populations of
biodiversity value, including local
studies of resident flora and fauna
species.

Number of public rights of way
Pedestrian links of any new
development that has taken place.
Number/frequency of bus services in
the parish.
Number of new houses situated over
600m from local services and facilities.
Number of declared Air Quality
Management Areas (AQMA) in the
Parish.
Natural England water quality survey
data.
Number of new energy efficient
projects installed in the parish e.g.
solar panels.
Energy efficiency standards of new

To ensure that there is no increase in the risk of
flooding
To facilitate and encourage job opportunities in the
parish to ensure a thriving rural community
To reduce impact of traffic and improve pedestrian
safety
To ensure quality primary education opportunities
are available within the parish.
To maintain and improve crime levels in the parish



To use areas of poorer quality land in preference to
the best and most versatile agricultural land, where
19.
development in the countryside is demonstrated to
be necessary
Figure 10: Monitoring Indicators



14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

7.7






homes built.
Number of planning permissions
granted in high risk flood zone areas.
Number of new employment-related
developments.
Traffic surveys where available
Number of students on electoral
register.
Devon and Somerset Police rural crime
statistics
Number of houses constructed on
higher quality agricultural land.

The findings of this SEA report will be published alongside the final version of the Neighbourhood
Plan in the 6-week pre-submission consultation stage. Comments will be sought on both
documents and any comments received will be considered when making further amendments to
the plan prior to formal submission to East Devon District Council.
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Appendix 1: Scoping report consultation responses
Environment Agency
Mr Timothy Spurway
East Devon District Council
The Knowle
Sidmouth
Devon
EX10 8HL

Our ref:
03/IS3-L01
Your ref:

DC/2006/000243/AP-

Date:

20 July 2015

DC/0978

Dear Mr Spurway
SEA SCOPING & SCREENING REPORT BROADHEMBURY NEIGHBOURHOOD
PLAN
Thank you for consultation of the 17 June 2015 in respect of the above.
We consider the draft scoping report dated June 2015 includes objectives within our remit.
We are pleased to note that preventing deterioration in ecological status is listed in Figure 16 as
a significant environmental issue. However it would be good to see how this is captured in the
SA framework as listed in Figure 17. We presume this consideration will be included in
framework points 9 and 11 but advise there should be specific reference to the Water
Framework Directive in Figure 17. This would be welcomed because from experience we have
seen a number of sustainability appraisals recently that loose this thread as the plans develop.
It would be valuable to demonstrate the context of the plan with reference to the Catchment
Based Approach. The plan should consider at a more local scale the environment up and down
stream of the plan area and consider the cumulative impact of pressures elsewhere in the
catchment.
Within the evidence base of biodiversity this should include reference to the presence of water
voles (UK protected) and otters (UK and European protected) on the River Tale.
Yours sincerely

Mrs Emma Whereat
Sustainable Places Planning Advisor
Direct dial 01208 265048
Direct fax 01208 78321
Direct e-mail emma.whereat@environment-agency.gov.uk
cc Broadhembury Parish Council
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Historic England
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Stuart, David [David.Stuart@HistoricEngland.org.uk]
15 July 2015 17:40
Timothy Spurway
RE: SEA Scoping and Screening Report - Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan UNCLASSIFIED:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Dear Tim
Thank you for your consultation below.
I can confirm that we have no detailed comments that we wish to make on the Scoping
Report.
I would take this opportunity to highlight our advice on sustainability appraisals and the
historic environment reference to which might be useful in the current exercise. This
can be found at https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/strategicenviron-assessment-sustainability-appraisal-historic-environment/.
Kind regards
David
David Stuart | Historic Places Adviser South West
Direct Line: 0117 975 0680 | Mobile: 0797 924 0316
Historic England | 29 Queen Square | Bristol | BS1 4ND
We are the public body that looks after England's historic environment. We
champion historic places, helping people to understand, value and care for
them, now and for the future.
Sign up to our enewsletter to keep up to date with our latest news, advice
and listings.
HistoricEngland.org.uk

Twitter: @HistoricEngland

This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal
views which are not the views of Historic England unless specifically stated.
If you have received it in error, please delete it from your system and
notify the sender immediately. Do not use, copy or disclose the information
in any way nor act in reliance on it. Any information sent to Historic
England may become publicly available.
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Natural England
th

Date 24 July 2015
Our ref:

156737

Your ref:

SEA Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan

Tim Spurway
Neighbourhood Planning Officer
Planning Policy Section,
East Devon District Council,
Station Road,
SIDMOUTH
EX10 8HL
.

Customer Services
Hornbeam House
Crewe Business
Park
Electra W ay
Crewe
Cheshire
CW1 6GJ
T 0300 060 3900

BY EMAIL ONLY

Dear Tim
Screening scoping consultation: SEA Scoping and Screening Report - Broadhembury
Neighbourhood Plan, East Devon
Thank you for your consultation on the above dated 16 June 2015 which was received by Natural
England on the same date.
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the natural
environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and future generations,
thereby contributing to sustainable development.
It is our advice, on the basis of the material supplied with the consultation, that, in so far as our
strategic environmental interests are concerned (including but not limited to statutory designated sites,
landscapes and protected species, geology and soils) are concerned, that there are likely to be
significant environmental effects from the proposed plan.
Guidance on the assessment of Neighbourhood Plans in light of the SEA Directive is contained within
i
the National Planning Practice Guidance . The guidance highlights three triggers that may require the
production of an SEA, for instance where:
•a neighbourhood plan allocates sites for development
•the neighbourhood area contains sensitive natural or heritage assets that may be affected by the
proposals in the plan
•the neighbourhood plan may have significant environmental effects that have not already been
considered and dealt with through a sustainability appraisal of the Local Plan.
We have checked our records and based on the information provided, we can confirm that in our view
the allocations contained within the plan have the potential to have significant effects on sensitive
sites that Natural England has a statutory duty to protect. As we have no evidence of these effects
having been assessed within a Local Plan, we consider that there should now be an assessment in
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order to determine the potential impact on these sensitive sites and what possibilities exist for the
avoidance/mitigation of the effects.
The following site has been identified as being potentially significantly affected by the plan
policies/allocations/proposals:


Blackdown Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty

We advise the following SEA objectives are included to assess the policies of the Neighbourhood
Plan against.


To protect and enhance networks of pedestrian and cycle routes, to ensure connections
between people and places



To provide high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and recreation, to support the
health and well-being of communities.



To help to meet local, national and international objectives for air quality.



To conserve and enhance biodiversity by establishing coherent, resilient ecological networks,
protecting irreplaceable habitats (inc Ancient Woodlands), minimising the impacts of
development and providing net gains in habitats/biodiversity where possible.



To define Green Infrastructure - a network of multi-functional green space, both urban and
rural, which supports economic growth and regeneration, delivers a wide range of quality of life
benefits, supports natural systems and biodiversity and help reduces the negative impacts of
climate change.



To use areas of poorer quality land in preference to the best and most versatile agricultural
land, where development in the countryside is demonstrated to be necessary



To conserve landscape and scenic beauty and their wildlife and cultural heritage encouraging
more people to access these areas by public transport, cycling or walking



To protect and enhance valued landscapes.



To mitigate and adapt to climate change, taking full account of flood risk, coastal change
considerations.

The SEA is the means of auditing development and testing the policies and proposals against the
plans objectives (which should be sustainable.) The SEA should on the basis of the scoping of the
document, focus on the main issues and conflicts. A brief explanation of the scoping would be helpful.
The SA should set out a simple narrative that explains why key choices were made (considering only
real alternatives)
Where the conflicts between objectives are capable of local resolution, the plan / SEA needs to
indicate how this was done.
We are not aware of significant populations of protected species which are likely to be affected by the
policies / proposals within the plan. It remains the case, however, that the responsible authority
should provide information supporting this screening decision, sufficient to assess whether protected
species are likely to be affected.
Notwithstanding this advice, Natural England does not routinely maintain locally specific data on all
potential environmental assets. As a result the responsible authority should raise environmental
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issues that we have not identified on local or national biodiversity action plan species and/or habitats,
local wildlife sites or local landscape character, with its own ecological and/or landscape advisers, local
record centre, recording society or wildlife body on the local landscape and biodiversity receptors that
may be affected by this plan, before determining whether an SA/SEA is necessary.
Please note that Natural England reserves the right to provide further comments on the environmental
assessment of the plan beyond this SEA/SA screening stage, should the responsible authority seek our
views on the scoping or environmental report stages. This includes any third party appeal against any
screening decision you may make.
For any queries relating to the specific advice in this letter only please contact me on 0300 060 0275.
For any new consultations, or to provide further information on this consultation please send your
correspondences to consultations@naturalengland.org.uk.
Yours Sincerely

S.Panks
Steve Panks
Lead Adviser – Devon Sustainable Development Team
Tel: 0300 060 0275
Email: stephen.panks@naturalengland.org.uk
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Blackdown Hills AONB
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Lisa Turner - blackdown hills [lisa.turner@devon.gov.uk]
31 July 2015 16:27
Timothy Spurway
RE: SEA Scoping and Screening Report - Broadhembury Neighbourhood
Plan
DLPG Advice Note 4 FINAL 10 06 2015.pdf

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Hello Tim,
Thanks for sending this report to me. It seems eminently logical and sensible to link individual
neighbourhood plan SEA to the Local Plan, and to therefore seek consistency between the sustainability
objectives. The objectives all appear to be identifiable to the issues identified. I do feel it would help the
casual reader to be able to identify which of them do mirror the district wide local plan ones, and which
are particularly locally identified. Would this then help to assess whether the neighbourhood plan is
delivering on the locally significant issues?
On a bit of a wider issue, I was looking at the EDDC neighbourhood planning webpages earlier and would
like to request that the attached document is included in the following section,
http://eastdevon.gov.uk/planning/neighbourhood-and-community-plans/neighbourhoodplans/keeping-you-informed/other-useful-information/
I’m afraid that I don’t have the software to reduce the pdf size, but assume that someone at EDDC can
do so!
Thanks, Lisa

Lisa Turner
AONB Planning Officer
Blackdown Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
Direct line: 01823 681931
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Appendix 2: Changes to SA objectives from consultation responses
Original Objectives
1

2

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

11.

To ensure a supply of homes consistent
with the identified housing needs of the
parish
Ensure that all groups of the population
have access to local community services
and facilities
To maintain and improve levels of
health in the parish
To reduce noise levels and minimise
exposure of people to unacceptable
levels of noise pollution
To maintain and improve cultural, social
and leisure provision.

To maintain and enhance built and
historic assets
To protect and enhance the landscape
and tranquillity of the Blackdown Hills
AONB and its setting

To maintain the local amenity, quality
and character of the local environment
To conserve and enhance the
biodiversity of the parish

To promote and encourage non-car
based modes of transport, reduce
journey lengths and the need to travel
To maintain and enhance the
environment in terms of air, soil and
water quality
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New objective (amendments
highlighted in red).
To ensure a supply of homes consistent
with identified housing needs of the
parish.
Ensure that all groups of the population
have access to local community services
and facilities
To maintain and improve levels of
health in the parish
To reduce noise levels and minimise
exposure of people to unacceptable
levels of noise pollution
To provide high quality open spaces and
opportunities for sport and recreation in
order to support the health and wellbeing of communities
To maintain and enhance built and
historic assets
To protect and enhance the landscape
and its scenic beauty, including wildlife
and cultural heritage, particularly within
the Blackdown Hills AONB and its
setting
To maintain the local amenity, quality
and character of the local environment
To conserve and enhance biodiversity
by establishing coherent, resilient
ecological networks, protecting
irreplaceable habitats (inc Ancient
Woodlands), minimising the impacts of
development and providing net gains in
habitats/biodiversity where possible
To promote and encourage non-car
based modes of transport, reduce
journey lengths and the need to travel
To maintain and enhance the
environment in terms of air, soil and
water quality, in line with the objectives
of the Water Framework Directive

Original Objectives
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.

17.
18.

19.

New objective (amendments
highlighted in red).
To contribute towards a reduction in
To mitigate and adapt to climate
local emissions of greenhouse gases and change, taking full account of flood risk,
encourage the use of renewable energy coastal change considerations and
sources
encourage the use of renewable energy
sources
To ensure that there is no increase in
To ensure that there is no increase in
the risk of flooding
the risk of flooding
To facilitate and encourage job
To facilitate and encourage job
opportunities in the parish to ensure a
opportunities in the parish to ensure a
thriving rural community
thriving rural community
To reduce impact of traffic and improve To reduce impact of traffic and improve
pedestrian safety
pedestrian safety
To ensure quality primary education
To ensure quality primary education
opportunities are available within the
opportunities are available within the
parish
parish
To maintain and improve crime levels in To maintain and improve crime levels in
the Parish
the parish
To protect and enhance networks of
pedestrian and cycle routes, to ensure
connections between people and places
To use areas of poorer quality land in
preference to the best and most
versatile agricultural land, where
development in the countryside is
demonstrated to be necessary
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Appendix 3: Audit Trail of Reasonable Alternatives
SA/SEA audit trail of reasonable alternative policy approaches
Were any
alternatives to
the policy
approach
considered (Y/N)
Policies
Natural Environment
Policy NE1 - Maintaining and Protecting the Natural Environment

If yes, what were they, were
they considered reasonable
alternative(s) and if so why
were they rejected?

N

The existing biodiversity, the
AONB landscape classification,
the numbers of listed buildings
and the fact that the dominant
industry is agriculture all
support the importance of the
natural environment. Any
alternative approach would be
bizarre

N

‘Devon banks’ are an important
and unique feature of the
countryside which contribute to
the distinctiveness of the
neighbourhood.

Development proposals which change the characteristics and essential qualities of the natural
environment (including biodiversity, habitats and landscape), the tranquillity of the area or its
dark skies will only be supported where they demonstrate no adverse impact on those
characteristics and enhance the natural environment where there is the opportunity to do so,
or any impacts are satisfactorily mitigated.
Where mitigating measures are unavoidably required for development to be acceptable
within its landscape setting, appropriate landscaping should be employed to mitigate the
impact of the development, and such measures should include the use of native species of
trees and hedges where planting is required.
Policy NE2 - Devon Banks and Hedgerows
Development proposals will be supported where they avoid damage to existing Devon banks
or hedgerows.
Where change to existing Devon banks or hedgerows is unavoidable, development proposals
will be supported where they have demonstrated that options have been assessed and, as a
result, the proposed change is the least damaging option (to the hedgerow / bank, setting in
the landscape, biodiversity and habitats), and compensatory planting schemes will mitigate
the damage.
Policy NE3 - Native Flora

Y

Development proposals should make provision for appropriate locally native flora (trees and
other plants) where the proposal includes or requires planting as part of a landscaping
scheme.
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If no, what justification is there
for this being the only
reasonable alternative?

Non-specific planting was
an option. However on
balance it was felt that non=native trees can
themselves form an
unacceptable visual

Planting of screening should be acceptable within its landscape setting and comprise native
species which will enrich the biodiversity of the neighbourhood.

Policy NE4 - Preventing Flooding

intrusion on the landscape
and defeat the purpose of
screening. This was
considered to be a
reasonable alternative and
has been subject to SEA
N

`localised flooding has been an
annual problem which the PC is
constantly urged to address

N

Existing quality of the built
environment and local heritage
assets make this policy
desirable. In addition part of
the neighbourhood is in a
conservation area which
suggests that local
distinctiveness should be
conserved.

N

To preserve heritage assets for
future generations it is critical
that they are sensitively
adapted for modern living

Development proposals and proposals for flood alleviation and mitigation schemes will be
supported where they do not exacerbate existing surface water run-off and / or increase
fluvial flood risk either in the locality or elsewhere.
Where adverse impact is unavoidable, proposals will be required to demonstrate satisfactory
mitigation of the impact through measures such as Sustainable Drainage Systems, planting
and a clear programme of management, in perpetuity, of local drainage systems serving the
development.
Heritage and Built Environment
Policy DEV1 - High Quality Design
Proposals for development will be supported where they have demonstrated that they are of
high quality design, complementing the local vernacular, will enhance visual amenity and
minimise any adverse impacts on the built environment.
They should take into account the Parish Design Statement and particular attention should be
paid to:
i) ensuring that the size, height, density, scale and location of the development is appropriate
to the surrounding built environment;
ii) ensuring that materials and design of the development are in-keeping with the character of
the surrounding built environment;
iii) ensuring that it is designed in such a way as to minimise its impact on the visual amenity of
the surrounding landscape, on views of the proposed development and on the natural
environment;
iv) preserving or enhancing minimising any adverse impact on the Broadhembury Village
Conservation Area and heritage assets in the parish; and,
v) satisfactorily mitigating any adverse impacts where they are unavoidable.
Policy DEV2 - Redevelopment of Listed Buildings
Proposals to redevelop or extend listed buildings will be supported where they demonstrate
that they have taken into account the Parish Design Statement and, in particular:
i)

are sympathetic to (respect, protect and reinforce) traditional local built character and
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maintain the building’s setting in the landscape;
demonstrate sensitive adaptation of the building’s fabric to accommodate practical living
or appropriate use in the modern day;
iii) will not harm any existing aspects and uninterrupted public views of the buildings, where
these views contribute to the building’s significance;
iv) consider the significance of the building itself, including its use; and,
v) meet the requirements in Policy DEV1 (High Quality Design).
Policy DEV3 - Signage and Street Furniture
ii)

Y

Development proposals which include new additional street furniture and / or signage
requiring permission should be in-keeping with the character of the surrounding built and / or
natural environment.
Signage and street furniture should be of appropriate scale and colour to its setting and not
cause or contribute to adverse cumulative impact of provision.
A Balanced Community
Policy BC1 – Creating Additional Dwelling Space in the Countryside from Redundant
Structures

No policy at all. Rejected as
undesirable because
signage can be a visual
intrusion on the
countryside.
This was considered to be a
reasonable alternative and
has been subject to SEA.

N

Consultation indicates a
demand

N

Consultation indicates a
demand

Development proposals for the conversion of existing redundant structures and buildings,
such as barns, will only be supported where they:
i) are structurally sound and do not require substantial alteration, extension or
reconstruction;
ii) are of a form, scale and design (including materials) appropriate to its landscape setting;
iii) retain the character, historic fabric and features and structure of the building;
iv) take full account of the Broadhembury Design Statement and relevant up-to-date Historic
England (English Heritage) Guidance;
v) safeguard protected species present or which utilise the structure or building and its
curtilage; and,
vi) do not extend beyond the footprint, scale and mass of the original structure, unless such
an extension is required to enable the proposal to be a viable living space. Where this is the
case, an extension will be small scale and subordinate to the original structure.
Policy BC2 – Creating Additional Dwelling Space in the Open Countryside through Annexes
to Existing Dwellings
Development proposals for annexes to existing main dwelling houses will only be supported
where they:
i) demonstrate a rural need arising from multi-generational family demand;
ii) are an extension to the main dwelling, or, where this cannot be practically achieved due to
design requirements, conversion of an existing outbuilding within the curtilage of the dwelling
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may be permitted;
iii) are tied to the existing dwelling for family members and remain for such use in perpetuity
(through a legal agreement);
iv) are designed to serve an ancillary function to the main dwelling and not be of a form
which would encourage its occupation or sale as a separate dwelling; and,
v) are of a form, scale and design appropriate to its built character and landscape setting and
in a suitable location in relation to the main dwelling and its curtilage.
Policy BC3 – Affordable Housing
To enable sustainable small scale local growth to meet the needs of the local
community, proposals for development of affordable housing will only be supported
where they:
i) are of a scale which fulfils or contributes to meeting the housing need in the parish
of a total of 5 affordable dwellings by 2019 or, after this date, fulfil or contribute to
meeting a revised total of affordable dwellings where based on an independent
up-to-date housing needs assessment. Permissions for fewer than 5 affordable
dwellings (or a post 2019 revised target) will be monitored to understand cumulative
progress to meeting the 5 dwelling need and inform applicants of the
appropriate scale of proposals to contribute towards this target;
ii) provide dwelling types and sizes which meet a demonstrable local need identified in
the most up-to- date independent housing needs assessment and help maintain a
balanced and sustainable local community;
iii) demonstrate, within the context of viability of the development, how it will contribute
(through s106 obligations or Community Infrastructure Levy contributions) to the related
local infrastructure improvements or needs which arise as a result of the development;
iv) demonstrate how it has taken into account the requirements set out in the Design
Statement, with particular consideration given to the proposal in relation to the
Broadhembury Conservation Area and Listed Buildings in the parish;
v) satisfy the requirements of the other policies in this plan (with particular
consideration of DEV1 and NE1); and,
vi) satisfy the requirements of Local Plan Strategy 35.
Vii) are supported by those who live within the community
Affordable housing should be maintained as such in perpetuity where feasible.
Proposers of development should engage with the local community and Parish Council
to help ensure that proposals take into account both this plan’s aims and
objectives and the views of the local community.
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Y

Consideration was given to
allocating a particular site,
but consensus was unable
to be reached in the
community with regards to
the location of the site.

Community Facilities
Policy COM1 – Retaining Local Community Assets

N

These facilities currently exist
and are enjoyed by the
community so must be
retained. To this list will be
added ‘Common land”

N

Consultation indicates a
demand and this was the most
appropriate option.

Broadhembury’s locally valued community facilities are:

the Broadhembury Millennium Gardens

Broadhembury Post Office and shop

Broadhembury Church

The Drewe Arms pub, Broadhembury

Broadhembury Church of England Primary School

the Broadhembury Children’s Play Area

the Broadhembury Memorial Hall
Proposals for the redevelopment or change of use of locally valued community facilities or
registered Assets of Community Value will only be supported where:
i)

ii)
iii)

there is no reasonable prospect of viable continued use of the existing building or facility
which will benefit the local community and they demonstrate a need for their proposed
change;
they will not result in the net loss of a community facility where need and demand for
that facility and / or an alternative community use has been demonstrated; and,
they do not have an adverse impact on the special character of the area’s natural and
built environments.

Proposers of development should engage with the local community and Parish Council to help
ensure that proposals take into account both this Plan’s aims and objectives and the views of
the local community.
Policy COM2 – Registered Common Land and Local Green Space
The following areas listed below and identified on inset map Y [to be produced in due
course] are the Parish’s areas of Registered Common Land and our own locally defined
Local Green Space (LGS) for recreational use:
Marsh Green (Registered Common Land)
Great Moor (Registered Common Land)
Luton Green (Registered Common Land)
Black Down (Registered Common Land)
Broadhembury Playing Field (LGS)
the setting of the River Tale (LGS)
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The list of LGS will be periodically reviewed during the plan period. Any additional areas
which are identified at a later date will be set out in a supplementary document to this
Plan.
The use of Registered Common Land outside of the uses allowed through the 2006
Commons Act consents regime will be restricted to recreational activities and LGS will be
protected for recreational uses.
Development proposals on LGS and on Registered Common Land where works and
proposals require planning permission will only be supported where they:
i) enhance the access to and use of the recreational land;
ii) have no adverse impact on the landscape, habitats or biodiversity of the area or
satisfactorily mitigate such impact; and,
iii) have no adverse impact on the tranquillity of the area or dark skies.
Policy COM3 – Retaining and Enhancing Local Sport and Recreation Assets

Y

To have no policy on this
issue was an option
because no facilities exist at
present. This was
considered to be a
reasonable alternative and
has been subject to SEA.

Y

To have no policy on this
issue was an option
because no facilities exist at
present. This was
considered to be a
reasonable alternative and
has been subject to SEA.

Our locally valued play, sports and recreation facilities (such as the tennis court and playing
field used by the school) will be protected from change of use.
Proposals for improved, new and / or additional play, sports and recreation facilities and
pitches will be supported where they:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

respond to a demonstrable need and demand for the proposed facility;
provide community access;
have been developed in consultation with the community; and,
meet up-to-date standards of design set by the appropriate agency or governing body.

Policy COM4 – Preventing the Loss of Local Sport, Play and Recreation Assets
Proposals which result in a loss of existing sport, play or recreation facilities, their capacity and
/ or community accessibility (availability for community use) will only be supported where:
i)
ii)

An assessment has been undertaken which clearly shows, to the satisfaction of the Parish
Council, that facilities are surplus to local need and demand;
The loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced by equivalent or
better provision in terms of quantity, quality and community accessibility, in a suitable
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iii)

location; or
The development is for alternative play, sports and recreational provision, the needs for
which clearly outweigh the loss.

Proposers of development should engage with the local community and Parish Council to help
ensure that proposals take into account both this plan’s aims and objectives and the views of
the local community.
Policy COM5 - Community Allotments

N

Support from local people

N

Existing accesss needs to be
protected

N

Consistent with other policy
objectives

The development of a site for community allotments will be supported, provided there is no
adverse impact on landscape, habitats or biodiversity.
Local Travel
Policy TRA1 - Rights of Way and Other Access (footpaths, pavements, bridleways and
cycleways)
Proposals for development of or affecting rights of way and other access ways will be
supported where:
i)

they promote, protect, maintain and enhance the existing public rights of way network
and other access ways;
ii) they improve and enhance the existing network of access through the provision of
upgraded, new or extended routes; and,
iii) they prevent motorised vehicles (except those specifically designed for the disabled)
from inappropriate use of public rights of way and other access ways through design
measures and access gates.
Local Business
Policy LB1 - Premises for new small scale retail and commercial business
The provision of premises for new small scale retail and commercial business within the parish
will be supported where it:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

meets a local demand;
is appropriately located in terms of its use and proximity to settlements;
has no adverse impact on the character of the landscape, and built and natural
environment or any impact can be mitigated;
has no adverse impact on local amenity or on traffic flow on local roads
access and parking can be satisfactorily provided without harming existing residential and
other uses
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vi)

does not have a negative impact on (i.e. significantly reduce the viability of) existing
businesses or community services; and,
vii) can be provided, preferably, through the conversion or extension of an existing building,
or if that is not viable, the development of a new building, without having an adverse
impact on the character of the natural and built environments
Low Carbon Energy
Policy LCE1 - Domestic and Community Renewable and Low Carbon Energy

N

Development proposals for small-scale domestic and community renewable and low carbon
energy generation will be supported where:
i)
ii)

iii)
iv)

the proposal is located within the curtilage of an existing building;
the proposal is sensitively sited and there are no adverse impacts on landscape character,
tranquillity, wildlife habitats and biodiversity, or it can be demonstrated that impacts can
be satisfactorily mitigated;
there are no adverse impacts on wildlife, biodiversity or habitats, or it can be
demonstrated that impacts can be satisfactorily mitigated;
the number, siting, scale and design of installations and associated infrastructure and
buildings have no adverse impact on:
a) local amenity (including visual amenity, noise, vibration, electromagnetic
interference, shadow flicker, reflection);
b) nearby dwellings;
c) the enjoyment of or access to public rights of way and other access routes; and,
d) public safety;

or any adverse impacts can be mitigated.
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The need to sustain rural
communities for future
generations is a thread which
runs through our NP. If rural
communities become
unaffordable in terms of energy
cost then the policy aim of a
balanced community is
threatened.

Appendix 4: Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan Scoping Report

Broadhembury Neighbourhood Development Plan
Sustainability Appraisal and Strategic Environmental
Assessment
-------------Scoping Report
Prepared by East Devon District Council

June 2015
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1 Introduction
This document is the scoping report for a Sustainability Appraisal incorporating the requirements for a
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) of the Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan.
Delivering sustainable development is the core principle underpinning the planning system and the
purpose of sustainability appraisal is to promote the objectives of sustainable development within
planning policy. This is done by appraising the social, environmental and economic effects of a plan from
the outset and in doing so, helping to ensure that sustainable development is treated in an integrated
way in the preparation of the plan. Sustainability appraisal helps to deliver the UK Sustainable
Development Strategy. This strategy defines the goal of sustainable development
as “to enable all people throughout the world to satisfy their basic needs and enjoy a better quality of
life, without compromising the quality of life of future generations”. It sets out five guiding principles to
achieve it:






living within environmental limits
ensuring a strong, healthy and just society
achieving a sustainable economy
promoting good governance
using sound science responsibly.

Although there is no legal requirement for a Neighbourhood Plan to produce a sustainability appraisal,
one of the basic conditions laid out in the regulations is that the Neighbourhood Plan “contributes to the
achievement of sustainable development”, a sustainability appraisal is often used as an effective method
of meeting this obligation. There is also legal requirement for the Council to consider whether the plan
will have a significant environmental impact. Where it is considered that it will have a significant
environmental impact, a Strategic Environmental Assessment will be required as prescribed in the
Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004 (commonly referred to as the
‘Strategic Environmental Assessment Regulations’), which implement the requirements
of the European Union Directive 2001/42/EC (the ‘Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive’).
A screening opinion has been produced by East Devon District Council, based on a series of draft
proposals provided by the Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan group, assessing whether the plan is
likely to have a significant impact of the Environment. This report can be found in Appendix 2 of this
report.
The screening report concluded that the Neighbourhood Plan is likely to have a significant
environmental effect and therefore an SEA is required. In the interests of simplicity and to ensure that
all aspects of sustainability are covered, it was decided to produce an overarching Sustainability
Appraisal covering environmental, economic and social factors, which will include the requirements for
SEA in line with the Directive.
This document will be subject to consultation with the three statutory bodies; the Environment Agency,
Natural England and English Heritage before the draft Neighbourhood Plan and accompanying
Sustainability Appraisal are produced. The outcome of the consultation and feedback received from
these bodies may result in further issues being identified.
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2 Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan
Figure 1: Broadhembury Neighbourhood Area
The Neighbourhood Plan area covers
the whole of the parish of
Broadhembury and was designated
on the 5 March 2014. It is being
developed by a steering group made
up of parish councillors and
volunteers from the local community.
The parish council is the qualifying
body and ultimately remains
responsible for the plan.
The parish of Broadhembury contains
708 residents. It is situated in the East
Devon district and partially covered
by the by the Blackdown Hills Area of
Outstanding Natural beauty.
A significant amount of work has already been undertaken on the plan including various consultations
with the local community, a local evidence base report, a series of aims and objectives and planning
policy proposals.
To help drive forward work on the plan, the group is working in conjunction with 9 other parishes in the
Blackdown Hills AONB, who are working on producing individual Neighbourhood Plans for their own
parishes. This decision was made in light of the fact that they will be tackling similar issues, to help
reduce the costs of hiring consultants and to share information to reduce the burden of work on each
individual group.
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3 Sustainability Appraisal Process
This process for conducting a sustainability appraisal is laid out in the Government’s ‘A Practical Guide to
the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive’.
There are five stages in the sustainability appraisal process:
• Stage A – Setting the context and objectives, establishing the baseline and deciding on the
scope
• Stage B – Developing and refining plan options
• Stage C – Appraising the effects of the plan
• Stage D – Consulting on the draft Neighbourhood Plan and the SA Report
• Stage E – Monitoring and implementation of the plan
This report will cover Stage A of the process above; the 5 key elements of this stage are laid out in the
table below. These will form the basis for this report and each will be tackled in turn.

Figure 2: Stages in the SEA Process1

1

Page 24, A Practical Guide to the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive, 2005’
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4 Identifying other relevant plans, programmes and environmental protection objectives
The requirement to undertake the ‘context review’ arises from the SEA Directive which states that the
Environmental Report should include:
“an outline of the contents, main objectives of the plan or programme and relationship with other
relevant plans and programmes”
“the environmental protection objectives, established at international, Community or Member State
level, which are relevant to the plan or programme and the way those objectives and any environmental
considerations have been taken into account during its preparation”
Annex 1(a) and (e)
There are a wide range of relevant plans, policies and programmes that shape the policy context in
which the Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan is being prepared. These have been reviewed in detail as
part of the SA/SEA of the East Devon Local Plan as well as in the local evidence report produced by the
Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan group. A summary of this and the main themes can be found in
Appendix 1 of this document.
The East Devon Local Plan Sustainability Appraisal reviews all programmes, policies strategies guidance
and Initiatives that have influenced the development of the District Plan. The Broadhembury
Neighbourhood Plan and Sustainability Appraisal will need to be in conformity with the District Plan and
it is therefore not proposed to review in this scoping report all international, national and local
documents that are relevant, but rather use the objectives produced as a basis for this scoping report.
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5 Collecting baseline information
The Directive requires that an SEA should consider the following:
“the relevant aspects of the current state of the environment and the likely evolution thereof without the
implementation of the plan or programme”
“the environmental characteristics of areas likely to be significantly affected”
“ the likely significant effects on the environment, including on issues such as biodiversity, population,
human health, fauna, flora, soil, water, air, climatic factors, material assets, cultural heritage including
architectural and archaeological heritage, landscape and the interrelationship between the above
factors;”
Annex 1(b) and (c) and (f))
This section of the report will provide a summary of the baseline information in relation to the topics
identified in the SEA directive under separate headings. Considerable amount of work on this has
already been undertaken on the Broadhembury Written Evidence report and so much will be drawn
from there.
Biodiversity, flora and fauna
Broadhembury has a number of areas which are recognised nationally as being important areas for
biodiversity.
In 2010, Devon County Council produced a biodiversity report of the parish of Broadhembury, drawn
mainly from records from the Devon Biodiversity records Centre. The report states the following:
‘There are no designated Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) within the parish, nevertheless
Broadhembury is well endowed with a rich range of habitats, from the acidic soils that overlie the Upper
Greensand of the plateau, its watercourses that have their origins at the spring-line below the
greensand, to mires, wet heathland and wet woodland. Significant too is that the parish owns four areas
of common land: North Hill, the source of two rivers and the home of the Devon and Somerset Glider
Club; Luton Green; Marsh Green; and Great Moor. The first two of these are designated County Wildlife
Sites. There are 9 sites designated as County Wildlife Sites (CWS), the best among which is certainly
Colliton Moor.’2

2

Page 4, Parish Biodiversity Audit for Broadhembury, 2010
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Figure 3: Broadhembury Biodiversity Sites3

Population and Health
At the 2011 census, Broadhembury is listed as having a local resident population of 708, this has grown
from having 654 residents in 2001 which is an overall increase of 8.25%, compared with an East Devon
increase of 5.53% over the same period4.
When compared to the rest of East Devon, Broadhembury has a slightly higher proportion of younger
residents with the mean age being 43.6 in comparison to the district mean of 46.9, but this is still far
above the national average 395 which is indicative of most of the rural settlements across the district.
An older aged profile also may have a resulting impact of increasing the strain upon healthcare facilities.
The table below shows that Broadhembury scores very highly when compared with the rest of the
District and Council with regards to health. The total proportion of the population in fair- very good

3

Page 53, Broadhembury Written Evidence Report, 2014
ONS, 2011 Census Data
5
ONS, 2011 Census Data
4
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health is 97.46%, which is noticeably higher than the East Devon and National average of 94.88% and
94.51% respectively6.
Figure 4: Comparative data on resident’s health7

All Usual Residents

Broadhembury

East Devon

South West

England

708

132457

5288935

53012456

Very Good Health

49.29%

349

43.79%

58004

46.85%

2478081

47.17%

25005712

Good Health

38.14%

270

36.02%

47716

34.56%

1828026

34.22%

18141457

Fair Health

10.03%

71

15.07%

19960

13.43%

710356

13.12%

6954092

Bad Health

1.98%

14

3.99%

5285

4.01%

212080

4.25%

2250446

Very Bad Health

0.56%

4

1.13%

1492

1.14%

60392

1.25%

660749

Broadhembury does not have a doctor’s surgery in the Parish with the nearest facility being located
approximately 4 miles away in the Neighbouring Parish of Dunkeswell or further afield to Honiton
approximately 5 miles away.
The approximate house and rental prices in Broadhembury are shown in the Figure below.
Figure 5: Approximate house prices and rents for Broadhembury8
Property Size
1 Bedroom
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom

Sale Price
£120,000
£190,000
£240,000

Private Rent (Weekly)
£117
£142
£190

The 2014 Broadhembury Local Housing Need Report indicated that there was demand for 5 new
affordable rented homes to meet current need. It also concluded the following:






Broadhembury has an on-average older population, and on the whole, residents do not need or
want to move within the next 3-5 years, excepting a need to down-size or buy first-time.
There is a clear majority in favour of a development of affordable, 2-3 bedroom housing.
There is been a positive acceptance of the idea of the building of between 5 and 15 houses.
There is concern about a potential negative impact of any new development upon the
infrastructure and look, atmosphere, and uniqueness of the village, and the site proposed.
There are concerns that the Post Office, Drewe Arms, and school require a strong and
developing community to support them.

Crime Figures for Broadhembury are shown in the Figure below. Broadhembury suffers from low crime
rates, with a total of 10 reported from April 2014 to March 2015, the majority of these being assault.

6

ONS, 2011 Census Data
ONS, 2011 Census Data
8
Broadhembury Local Housing Needs Report, Devon Communities Together, 2014
7
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Figure 6: Reported crimes in the Broadhembury Parish 9
Assault
Mar-15
Feb-15
Jan-15
Dec-14
Nov-14
Oct-14
Sep-14
Aug-14
Jul-14
Jun-14
May-14
Apr-14

9

Theft

Motor Vehicle

2
1
1

1
1
1

1

2

Devon and Cornwall Police, Rural Crime Figures
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Soil and Landscape
The map below identifies the classification of agricultural land quality in Broadhembury. Agricultural
land is classified on a scale from 1 to 5 with grades 1,2 and 3 being classed as the ‘best and most
versatile’ (BMV) land for the purposes of agriculture. The Parish soil qualities range from Grade 2 to
Grade 4, with the best quality land predominately located in a strip running north to south through the
centre of the Parish.
Figure 7: Agricultural Land Quality in Broadhembury10

Broadhembury is partly covered by the Blackdown Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty as shown in
the map below, a designation given to areas that have exceptional landscape value and tranquility. The
Blackdown Hills AONB management guide defines these areas as having the following characteristics:

10

Agricultural Land Classification Map South West Region (ALC006), Natural England, 2011
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Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs) are nationally important protected landscapes. The
Blackdown Hills is one of 46 AONBs in England, Wales and Northern Ireland. Together with National
Parks, these are particularly special landscapes with such outstanding distinctive character and natural
beauty that they are protected in the national interest for future generations.11
The table below outlines some of the special characteristics of the AONB that are identified as
important.
Figure 8: Special qualities of the AONB12

11
12

Page 8, Blackdown Hills AONB Management Plan 2014-2019
Page 12, Blackdown Hills AONB Management Plan 2014-2019
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Figure 9: AONB boundary in Broadhembury13

13

East Devon District Council Geographical Information Systems
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The map below shows that Broadhembury has various landscape character types covering the parish,
including 4D, 4A, 3B, 3A, 2A and 1A.
Figure 10: Broadhembury Landscape Character Assessment14

Figure 11: Devon Landscape Character Types15

LCT 1A: Open inland
planned plateaux

















14
15

High open flat plateau
Rectangular field pattern of medium to large scale
Predominantly pastoral farming on heavy soils
Well-trimmed hedges on narrow earth banks
Sparsely scattered boundary trees, usually beech with oak towards plateau edge
Very uniform appearance
Beech, oak and hazel are the dominant species
Occasional copses and small conifer plantations punctuate the open farmland
Long straight roads in centre, with narrow winding minor roads towards the edge
Isolated farmsteads and clusters of buildings at crossroads; 20th century settlement associated with
airfields
Extensive views often blocked by woodland on boundary
Series of linked narrow plateaux with gently sloping sides
Regular well-maintained low-trimmed hedges on narrow earth banks
Open farmland punctuated by narrow copses and double hedges along roads, with some beech Clumps
Linear pattern of scattered small-scale settlement along roads and clustered at crossroads

Landscape Character Assessment, Devon County Council, 2007
Pages 2-9, Devon Landscape Character Types (LCTs) Summary List and Key Characteristics, 2007
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LCT 2A: Steep wooded
scarp slopes

LCT 3A: Upper farmed
and wooded valley
slopes

LCT 3B: Lower rolling
farmed and settled
valley slopes

LCT 4A: Estuaries

LCT 4D: Coastal slopes
and combes









A narrow band of steeply sloping land immediately below a plateaux edge
Mixed woodland and semi improved or unimproved pasture
Pastoral cultivation, with small-scale irregular field pattern
Lightly settled
Narrow winding lanes with well treed banks
Occasional long views out over adjoining valleys
Many patches of semi-natural habitats, including spring-line mires and scrub











Undulating or rolling upper valley slopes
Pastoral farmland, with a wooded appearance, and arable cultivation on lower slopes
Small to medium size fields with irregular boundaries
Deciduous woods and copses, especially on hilltops and upper slopes
Very wide, usually low, species-rich hedges with many hedgerow trees
Dispersed settlement pattern of isolated farms and small villages
Very winding narrow lanes
An intimate and intricate landscape with wider views often restricted by vegetation
Frequently remote and tranquil with little modern development








Gently rolling lower valley slopes
Pastoral farmland, with a wooded appearance
Variable field patterns and sizes with either wide, low boundaries and irregular patterns or small fields
with medium to tall boundaries and a regular pattern.
Many hedgerow trees, copses and streamside tree rows
Settled, with varied settlement size, building ages and styles, sometimes with unity of materials in places
through use of stone.
Presence of leisure-related development often associated with coast
Winding, often narrow sunken lanes with very tall earth banks. Main roads may dominate locally.
Streams and ditches
Some parts tranquil and intimate all year round, except near main transport routes.
Enclosed and sheltered landscape and wider views often restricted by vegetation
















Extensive, wide, shallow area of mudflats, sand banks, marshes or large sandy bays, inundated by
salt water at high tide
Estuary edge often defined by ridges, valley slopes, lowland headlands, cliffs and rock outcrops
Degree of enclosure and shelter dependant upon scale
Low accessibility but well used for water-related recreation
Unsettled
Major road crossings sometimes present
Mainly tranquil except close to settlements and major roads
Strong sensory characteristics: colour and texture of habitats, smell of mudflats, birdcalls, sight of sunlight
reflecting off water

 Individual or multiple branching valleys that can range from narrow and steep including scarp slopes to
more open shallow systems.
 Coastal influence in exposure, vegetation and extensive views
 Broadleaved woodland, dominant in places.
 Small areas of pasture or mixed cultivation and scrub with small to medium irregular field pattern marked
by often low hedgebanks
 Extremely sparsely settled, old settlements in combes, with stone as dominant building material
 Extensive coastal rights of way with steep paths down to beaches
 Narrow winding roads and limited vehicle access to coast unless a main road follows the coast.
 Intimate, small-scale and enclosed in combes
 Tranquil and remote in areas with limited vehicle access, contrasting with less tranquillity where main
 roads and main settlements are in proximity.
 Coastal influence and sea views. High, open and exhilarating on top slopes, grading to intimate and
 enclosed in lower valley where views are restricted by narrowness of combe mouth

7.8
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Water
The Parish has two watercourses within its boundary. The river Weaver on the North-west side runs past
the smaller hamlet of Dulford on into Kerswell and the larger river Tale runs through Broadhembury
village. The land adjacent to these rivers is covered by Floodzones 2 and 3.
Figure 12: Flood zones16

The River Weaver is classified as being at Bad Ecological Staus [barriers to fish passage] and the River
Tale as being at Moderate Ecological Status [Phytobenthos and phosphates (principally from
agriculture)]. It is the target for these to be at Good Ecological Status by 2027.17
Air quality and Climatic factors
Since December 1997 all local authorities in the UK have been monitoring air quality in their area.
Should it be found that the air quality is not meeting national air quality objectives then it must declare
an Air Quality Management Area. No such AQMA has been declared for any of the areas in East Devon
including Broadhembury.

16
17

East Devon District Council Geographical Information Systems
Environment Agency Survey Response, 2014
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Traffic is a significant contributor to poor air quality in rural areas. Rural areas are generally
characterised by higher levels of car ownership with more journeys being undertaken as residents have
to travel further to reach key services and facilities. Rural roads are also often thin, poorly lighted with
no pavements which can prove a further barrier to walking and cycling.
The table below illustrates the high levels of car dependency in the Parish.
Figure 13: Number of vehicles per household18
Broadhembury
All Households

East Devon

296

59071

South West
2264641

England
22063368

No Cars or Vans in Household

5.07%

15

15.93%

9409

18.90%

428093

25.80%

5691251

1 Car or Van in Household

32.43%

96

45.08%

26627

43.51%

985432

42.16%

9301776

2 Cars or Vans in Household

44.59%

132

29.36%

17342

28.33%

641473

24.66%

5441593

3 Cars or Vans in Household

10.47%

31

6.91%

4079

6.70%

151711

5.46%

1203865

4 or More Cars or Vans in Household

7.43%

22

2.73%

1614

2.56%

57932

1.93%

424883

Average Cars per Dwelling

1.93

1.37

1.32

1.16

In the Small Towns and Villages Suitability Assessment undertaken by EDDC, Broadhembury is not
considered to be sustainable in transport terms due to the limited bus service provision, meaning that
residents do not have adequate access to alternative methods of travel than the personal car.19

Material Assets
The Small Towns and Village Suitability Assessment 2014 identifies Broadhembury as having the
following assets:
‘a post office, primary school, public house, community hall and place of worship. Broadhembury does
not have a general convenience store, doctor’s surgery and is not considered to be sustainable in
transport terms.’20

18

ONS, 2011 Census Data
Page 20, Small Towns and Villages Suitability Assessment, 2014
20
Page 73, Small Towns and Villages Suitability Assessment, 2014
19
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Figure 14: Broadhembury Facilities

Broadhembury Primary School is federated with two other schools, though is perhaps toward the lower
limit of viability, despite bringing children from Dunkeswell. It has a net capacity of 56 with the number
of students on roll at 25 for the 2013/14 academic year. Its projected number of students on roll is
expected to decrease by 2017/18 to 23.21
The parish is served by four open recreational spaces; the Broadhembury Playground Play Space,
Broadhembury Playing Field Parks and Recreation Grounds, Kerswell Playground Play Space and St
Andrews Church Churchyard. The parish also enjoys considerable natural and semi-natural green space
in light of its setting within the AONB.22
The table below outlines the current offering of various open spaces in Broadhembury and shows that
Broadhembury is currently under-served under various categories due to lack of provision.

21
22

DCC School Data, 2014
Page 40, Open Space Study, 2014
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Figure 15: Supply of outdoor amenity space in Broadhembury23
Allot
men
ts
-0.21

Amenity
Open
Space
-0.21

Outdoor
Sport
Pitches
-0.53

Outdoor
Sport
Pitches (LA)
-0.53

Outdoor Sport
Pitches
(Combined)
-1.06

Parks and
Recreation
Ground
0.02

Play
SpaceChildren
0.08

Play
SpaceYouth
-0.04

Natural and SemiNatural Green
Space
143.74

Connecting Devon and Somerset indicate that some of the Parish is currently under evaluation as to
whether it will undergo a programme for the installation of superfast broadband.
7.9

Cultural and archaeological heritage

Broadhembury has a rich cultural heritage with a total of 66 listed buildings located within its
boundary24. The Parish of Broadhembury is also covered by a conservation area which was appraised in
1999 by East Devon District Council. It summarises the following:
The statutory list refers to Broadhembury as “an outstanding unspoiled estate village of thatched
houses”. There is little doubt that it has few equals within East Devon, indeed, within the county as a
whole. Its character may be under threat should its attractions to tourists be too widely publicised. 25
To emphasise the importance of respecting its cultural heritage a village design statement was produced
by the parish council in 2011, to ensure that new development is in keeping with the existing character
of the settlement.
Archi UK lists Broadhembury as having a total of 14 archaeological and historical sites within 3 km of
the village. These sites consist of: 1 roman site, 1 iron age site, 7 medieval sites, 1 neolithic site, 3
unclassified historic sites and 1 modern site.26

23

Page 8, Open Space Study, 2014
East Devon District Council Geographical Information Systems
25
Page 9, Broadhembury Conservation Area Appraisal, EDDC
26
Archi UK, Archaelogical sites in Britain, http://www.archiuk.com/
24
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6 Identifying environmental problems
The Directive requires that an SEA should consider the following:
“any existing environmental problems which are relevant to the plan or programme including, in
particular, those relating to any areas of a particular environmental importance, such as areas
designated pursuant to Directives 79/409/EEC [the ‘Birds Directive’] and 92/43/EEC [the
‘Habitats Directive’]”
(Annex 1(d))
“the relevant aspects of the current state of the environment and the likely evolution thereof without the
implementation of the plan or programme
(Annex 1(b))
The Scoping Report for the East Devon Local Plan identifies the environmental issues and problems for
the District. Many of these are relevant to Broadhembury and are used as the basis for the issues and
problems. The content has been modified to reflect the particular issues and problems relevant to
Broadhembury. This is not an exhaustive list of sustainability problems, but it includes those where the
Neighbourhood Plan may contribute towards their solution or amelioration.
Issues of particular relevance to Broadhembury were identified by undertaking an analysis of the
following:
(a) the baseline information undertaken in the previous stage
(b) the Broadhembury Design Guide and the evidence supporting it
(c) the evidence base collated so far on the Neighbourhood Plan
(d) the consultation undertaken with residents on the Neighbourhood Plan in 2013.
Figure 16: Social, Environmental and Economic Problems in Broadhembury and likely evolution without
a Neighbourhood Plan.
Social Problems
Likely evolution of problem
without a Neighbourhood Plan
Affordability of
House prices in East Devon are very high in
In light of the high-valued local
Housing
relation to wages, which are lower than the environment making the parish an
national average. In Broadhembury, the
attractive place to live and
Housing Needs survey undertaken in 2014
restricted levels of growth, house
identifies a need for 5 affordable new
prices will likely remain relatively
affordable rented homes. The community
high. The Local Plan would allow
questionnaire indicates that there is a
some small scale development to
preference for these to be 2 and 3 bedroom come forward under exceptions in
dwellings.
order to meet a demonstrable local
need, additional development for
agricultural workers and barn
conversions would also be allowed.
Social exclusion
Rural isolation is an issue across many rural
Overall, in rural locations there is a
from poor access
areas. Broadhembury has a fairly poor range current trend of villages losing
to services and
of community facilities in the parish which
facilities such as shops and public
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facilities

can impact on residents feeling of social
isolation. Broadhembury is also not
considered to be sustainable in transport
terms due to the lack of public transport
which can also have a negative impact on
social isolation. The range of job
opportunities in the parish is also fairly
limited. Children from Kerswell and Dulford
tend to travel to mid-Devon primary
schools, and Luton children to Payhembury,
rather than stay in the parish. Senior school
children are all “bus’ed” or taken by car to
other parishes.
Needs of an
Although people in Broadhembury are fairly
ageing population healthy, the age profile is still above that of
the national average, meaning that
residents are more susceptible to health
issues. Broadhembury also does not have
easy access to a Doctor’s Surgery. Meeting
the needs of housing needs of an ageing
population has also been identified as an
important issue in the parish.
Crime
Although, crime rates are fairly low in
Broadhembury with a total of 10 reported
from April 2014 to March 2015. There does
appear to be relatively high occurrences of
assault when compared to similarly sized
Parishes in the District.
Environmental Problems
Road quality and
width

Built heritage and
high quality
landscapes

The road network in Broadhembury is
typified by thin, unlit, narrower roads with
no pavements, meaning that safety is a
concern. Public feedback has also raised the
issue that the roads are generally in poor
condition, with potholes, poor verges and
very muddy. There are also questions as to
whether the road network is suitable for
large scale farming techniques.
Around 40% of the parish is covered by the
Blackdown Hills AONB. The views and
landscape character of the AONB is an
important aspect of the parish. The parish
survey indicates that tranquillity, dark skies,
landscape, views and scenery are all
cherished. Broadhembury village is also
covered by a conservation area and the
parish contains many listed buildings.
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transport. Although there is no
current evidence to indicate that
Broadhembury is likely to decline in
terms of its current offering it might
be possible in the future. The Local
Plan would stymie the loss of
facilities somewhat through policies
ensuring an application for a change
of use has to demonstrate that a
rural business or facility is no longer
viable or required.

The affordability and relative size of
houses in the parish mean that an
older population profile is likely to
remain into the future, as younger
families are less likely to be able to
afford to move to the village. It is
unlikely that closer access to a
Doctor’s Surgery is feasible in the
short term.
Low crime trends are likely to
continue.

Likely evolution of problem
without a Neighbourhood Plan
Broadhembury is unlikely to receive
significant investment into the road
network in the future, other than
usual maintenance of road quality.

Due to restricted levels of growth, it
is unlikely that these important
features will be significantly
impacted in the future.

Flooding

Protecting
biodiversity

Climate Change

High levels of car
ownership levels
and traffic
congestion

Noise

The flood map indicates that Broadhembury
suffers from areas of flooding. Surface water
flooding is also a concern within the Parish
Any development must also not cause any
further deterioration in the ecological status
of the River Tale and River Weaver. Also
protecting other important habitats for
wildlife.
Climate change is a severe challenge that
must be tackled globally, nationally and
locally. As the effects of climate change
become more prominent more areas are at
risk of flooding. The biggest contributers to
CO2 emissions in East Devon are the road
transport and domestic sectors at 36.8% and
35.8% respectively. Development should be
designed and situated in a way which
ensures that the increase CO2 emissions and
should utilise renewable energy where
possible.
Car ownership in Broadhembury is very
high. This has impacts on increasing
congestion and putting more strain on the
rural road network, which as already
mentioned is typified by thinner roads with
some areas in poorer condition.
Broadhembury suffers from some overflying from Exeter airport and Dunkeswell.
Noise pollution in some areas of the Parish
comes from low-level “whine” of barnproduction agricultural processes.

Flooding is likely to remain an issue
and is likely to worsen due to the
impacts of climate change.
Due to restricted levels of growth, it
is unlikely that water quality will be
significantly impacted in the future.

The impacts of climate change are
likely to worsen over the coming
years.

Car ownership will likely remain
high in the parish, due to its rural
location away from key services and
facilities.

Noise is likely to remain at similar
levels. The tranquillity of the
environment is protected under
Local Plan policy as a feature of the
AONB.
Economic Problems
Likely evolution of problem
without a Neighbourhood Plan
Limited
Limited job opportunities in the parish mean Due to its rural location, it is unlikely
employment
that many people of working age commute
that Broadhembury will attract any
opportunities
outside the Parish to work.
significant employment , the Local
Plan does try to encourage some
small scale employment uses but
does not seek to attract large scale
employment uses such as business
parks.
Slow broadband
Residents have raised slow broadband
The Government is placing
speeds
speeds as a major issue in the Parish. Much
considerable on improving rural
of Broadhembury is currently under
internet speeds. Much of the parish
consideration as to whether it will undergo a including the village is expected to
programme for the installation of superfast
be connected to high-speed
broadband.
broadband by April 2016, some
other areas of the parish are also
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Poor cellular
networks

Consultation feedback from residents has
also identified a lack of cellular signal in the
Parish, advocating schemes that seek to
improve signal strength.

currently under evaluation.
The Government are also seeking to
improve mobile phone coverage in
rural areas so there is expected to
be a general trend of improvement
on signals over the coming year.

7 Developing SA objectives
The sustainability themes and challenges identified in the previous stages have been used to establish
the following sustainability objectives, which will form the basis for assessing the environmental impact
of Neighbourhood Plan proposals and to compare the effects of alternative options. Due to similar
issues identified in Broadhembury to the wider situation in the District, where relevant and appropriate,
the sustainability objectives identified in the sustainability appraisal of the East Devon Local Plan have
been utilised to ensure consistency between the two.
Figure17: Broadhembury SA Framework

1
2
3.
4.

To ensure a supply of homes consistent with the identified housing needs of the
parish.
Ensure that all groups of the population have access to local community services
and facilities
To maintain and improve levels of health in the parish.

5.

To reduce noise levels and minimise exposure of people to unacceptable levels of
noise pollution.
To maintain and improve cultural, social and leisure provision

6.

To maintain and enhance built and historic assets

7.
8.

To protect and enhance the landscape and tranquillity of the Blackdown Hills
AONB and its setting.
To maintain the local amenity, quality and character of the local environment

9.

To conserve and enhance the biodiversity of the parish.

10.

To promote and encourage non-car based modes of transport, reduce journey
lengths and the need to travel.
To maintain and enhance the environment in terms of air, soil and water quality.

11.
12.
13.

To contribute towards a reduction in local emissions of greenhouse gases and
encourage the use of renewable energy sources.
To ensure that there is no increase in the risk of flooding.

14.

To facilitate and encourage job opportunities in the parish to ensure a thriving
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rural community
15.

To reduce impact of traffic and improve pedestrian safety

16.

To ensure quality primary education opportunities are available within the parish.

17.

To maintain and improve crime levels in the Parish
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Appendix 1: Summary of plans and programmes
Plan, Programme,
Strategy or Initiative

Summary of Objectives or Requirements

National Planning
Policy Framework

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) is the Government’s planning policies and guidance for England, setting the
parameters within which the planning system, local planning authorities and Neighbourhood Plans should work and be set.
The over-arching objective of the content of the NPPF is to achieve sustainable development which the Government defines
as having three dimensions; economic, social and environmental.





Implications for the
Neighbourhood Plan and
the SA
The Neighbourhood Plan
must have regard to the
guidance contained in the
NPPF as one of the basic
conditions on which it will be
judged at examination.

“An economic role: contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive economy, by ensuring that
sufficient land of the right type is available in the right places and at the right time to support growth and
innovation; and by identifying and coordinating development requirements, including the provision of
infrastructure
A social role: supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by providing the supply of housing required to
meet the needs of present and future generations; and by creating a high quality built environment with
accessible local services that reflect the community’s needs and support its health, social and cultural well-being
An environmental role: contributing to protecting and enhancing our natural, built and historic environment; and,
as part of this, helping to improve biodiversity, use natural resources prudently, minimise waste and pollution, and
mitigate and adapt to climate change including moving to a low carbon economy”

With relation to Neighbourhood Plans. The NPPF states that groups should:




East Devon Local
Plan 2006-2011 and
Emerging Local Plan
2013- 2031

“develop plans that support the strategic development needs set out in Local Plans, including policies for housing
and economic development;
plan positively to support local development, shaping and directing development in their area that is outside the
strategic elements of the Local Plan; and,
identify opportunities to use Neighbourhood Development Orders to enable developments that are consistent with
their neighbourhood plan to proceed.”

The East Devon Local Plan sets out the overarching principles that will guide new development across the District. At
present, a new Local Plan is being produced for East Devon which will replace the adopted version which ran up until 2011.
The adopted Plan is at present what the Neighbourhood Plan will be judged against at examination but as the policies
contained in the emerging plan are the same or comparable in nature only the policies in the emerging plan will be
considered below. It is also anticipated that the new local plan will be adopted ahead of the Broadhembury Neighbourhood
Plan.

The emerging Local Plan is split into 2 sections; part 1 outlines the strategic elements of the Plan and part 2 outlines the
non-strategic development management policies. The Local Plan sets out a series of policies which will be of particular
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The Neighbourhood Plan
must be in general
conformity with the strategic
policies in the Local Plan

relevance to Neighbourhood Planning.

Strategy 7 –Development in the Countryside
This policy states that development can only occur outside the built up area boundary where “it is in accordance with a
specific Local or Neighbourhood Plan policy”. In the new Local Plan Broadhembury will be losing the built-up area boundary
so this policy will be of particular relevance.

Strategy 27 –Development at the Small Towns and Larger Villages
This policy identifies villages that will be allocated a built-up area boundary to be designated in the East Devon Village DPD.
It states that “If communities wish to promote development other than tat which is supported through this strategy… they
will need to produce a Neighbourhood Plan justifying how and why, in the local context, the development will promote the
objectives of sustainable development.’
East Devon Villages
DPD

Blackdown Hills Area
of Outstanding
Natural Beauty
(AONB)
Management Plan
2014-2019.
East Devon Local
Plan Sustainability
Appraisal 2013-2031

At the time of writing this report, the Villages DPD is currently under review as part of the changes being made to the
emerging Local Plan. Whereas previously it was to be the method of allocating sites for the villages across East Devon
(including 5 at Broadhembury), its revised scope is limited only to designating the built-up area boundaries for settlements
that have been identified as sustainable under strategy 27 of the Local Plan.
Although the approach has changed, considerable work was previously undertaken including site sustainability and
landscape appraisals on SHLAA sites in Broadhembury.
The principal guidance document for conserving and enhancing the AONB. The current management plan runs from 20142019 and sets out the objectives and policies for managing the AONB over the next five years. It provides a strategic
framework to help guide all activities affecting the AONB as far as conserving and enhancing natural beauty is concerned.

The emerging East Devon Local Plan has been subject to a thorough sustainability appraisal which identifies the following
sustainability objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

To ensure everybody has the opportunity to live in a decent home.
To ensure that all groups of the population have access to community services.
To provide for education, skills and lifelong learning
To improve the population’s health
To reduce crime and fear of crime.
To reduce noise levels and minimise exposure of people to unacceptable levels of noise pollution.
To maintain and improve cultural, social and leisure provision.
To maintain and enhance built and historic assets.
To promote the conservation and wise use of land and protect and enhance the landscape character of East
Devon.
10. To maintain the local amenity, quality and character of the local environment.
11. To conserve and enhance the biodiversity of East Devon.
12. To promote and encourage non-car based modes of transport and reduce journey lengths.
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The Neighbourhood Plan
should use the background
evidence gathered
throughout the production
to help inform any site
selection process.
Broadhembury is partly
situated within the AONB
and therefore must take the
objectives of the Plan into
account throughout the
production of the Plan.
It is proposed that the
objectives set out in the
Local Plan SA will form the
basis of the sustainability
framework for this scoping
report.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

To maintain and enhance the environment in terms of air, soil and water quality.
To contribute towards a reduction in local emissions of greenhouse gases.
To ensure that there is no increase in the risk of flooding.
To ensure energy consumption is as efficient as possible.
To promote wise use of waste resources whilst reducing waste production and disposal.
To maintain sustainable growth of employment for East Devon, to match levels of jobs with the economically
active workforce.
19. To maintain and enhance the vitality and viability of East Devon.
20. To encourage and accommodate both indigenous and inward investment.
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Appendix 2: Broadhembury SEA/HRA screening report

1.0 Introduction
1.1 The purpose of this report is to assess the draft Broadhembury Neighbourhood Development

Plan (hereafter referred to as BNP) to determine whether it requires a Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) in accordance with the European Directive 2001/42/EC and associated
Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004. An SEA is required
under this legislation for all plans which may have a significant effect on the environment.
1.2 This report will also screen to determine whether or not the BNP requires a Habitats Regulations

Assessment (HRA) in accordance with Article 6(3) of the EU Habitats Directive and with
Regulation 61 of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010. An HRA is required
when it is deemed that the implementation of the plan is likely to cause negative significant
effects on protected European Sites (Natura 2000 sites).
1.3 The conclusion of the assessment is that the BNP is likely to have a significant effect on the

environment so a SEA is required to accompany the Plan. It is unlikely to have a negative impact
on any Natura 2000 sites so should not be subject to HRA.
1.4 This report has been sent to the three statutory consultees designated in the Regulations

(English Heritage, Environment Agency and Natural England) to elicit their views on the findings.
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2.0 SEA screening
2.1 The basis for Strategic Environmental Assessments and Sustainability Appraisal legislation is
European Directive 2001/42/EC and was transposed into English law by the Environmental
Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004, or SEA Regulations. Detailed Guidance
of these regulations can be found in the Government publication ‘A Practical Guide to the
Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive’ (ODPM 2005).
2.2 The objective of SEA is 'to provide for a high level of protection of the environment and
contribute to the integration of environmental considerations into the preparation and adoption
of development plans.... with a view to promoting sustainable development’ EU Directive
2001/42/EC (Article 1).
2.3 Although there is no definitive guidance stating that a Neighbourhood Plan will require an SEA,
Local Authorities are legally obliged to advise the plan producers as to whether an SEA is
required.
2.4 To ascertain if SEA is required, a “screening” exercise will be undertaken by East Devon District
Council evaluating the content of the BNP against the criteria set out in the SEA Directive. This
criterion is set out in the SEA Directive and can be found in Figure 1.
2.5 Should the screening report reach the conclusion that that plan will have a significant impact on
the environment; a full SEA should be undertaken.
2.6 If the conclusion is that a full SEA is not required, any significant variations or additions to the
draft BNP will be subject to a further screening.
2.7 SEAs have previously been completed as part of the adopted East Devon Local Plan 1995 to
2011 and on the emerging East Devon Local Plan 2014- 2031 and have been taken into account
whilst undertaking this screening assessment.
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Figure 1: Application of the SEA Directive to plans and programmes
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Figure 2: Screening assessment against the criteria for whether the BNP requires n SEA.
Stage
Is the BNP subject to preparation and/or
adoption by a national, regional or local
authority OR prepared by an authority for
adoption through a legislative procedure by
Parliament or Government? (Art. 2(a))

Y/N Reason
Y
The Plan will be prepared by the Parish and
adopted by East Devon District Council as part
of the Development Framework, subject to a
successful referendum.

Is the BNP required by legislative, regulatory or
administrative provisions? (Art. 2(a))

Y

The Plan meets the characteristics set out in
the Government’s Practical Guide to the SEA
Directive in that that it will be publicly
available, prepared in a formal way and
probably involving consultation with interested
parties.

Is the BNP prepared for agriculture, forestry,
fisheries, energy, industry, transport, waste
management, water management,
telecommunications, tourism, town and
country planning or land use, AND does it set a
framework for future development consent of
projects in Annexes I and II to the EIA Directive?
(Art 3.2(a))

Y

The NP is prepared for Town and Country
Planning and land use and may provide the
framework for development of a scale that
would fall within Annex II of the EIA Directive at
a Neighbourhood Area level.

Does the BNP determine the use of small areas
at local level, OR is it a minor modification of a
PP subject to Art. 3.2? (Art. 3.3)

Y

The NDP will determine the use of small areas
at a local level.

Is it likely to have a significant effect on the
environment? (Art. 3.5)

Y

See screening assessment for environmental
effects in Figure 3 of this report.

Is the BNP’s sole purpose to serve the national
defence or civil emergency, OR is it a financial
or budget PP, OR is it co-financed by structural
funds or EAGGF programmes 2000 to 2006/7?
(Art 3.8, 3.9)

N

The BNP does not deal with any of these issues.

Directive Requires SEA
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Screening Assessment for Environmental effects
2.8 Under step 8 of the Application of the SEA directive (Figure 1), in order to establish whether a
plan requires an SEA, it was necessary to conduct a thorough assessment of whether the plan
was likely to have a significant effect on the environment.
2.9 Part of Broadhembury is situated within the Blackdown Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB). As such, its outstanding landscape value and setting are of national importance and is
offered considerable protection under the planning system. Special weight will be given to the
protection of the AONB when assessing whether the Neighbourhood Plan will have a significant
effect on the environment.
2.10 The table below sets out the criteria by which policies of the plan will be judged, as outlined in
Article 3.5 of the SEA Directive.

Figure 3: Environmental impact screening assesment
Criteria for determining the
likely significance of effects
(Schedule 1 of SEA regulations)
The degree to which the plan or
programme sets a framework for
projects and other activities,
either with regard to the
location, nature, size and
operating conditions or by
allocating resources.

Is the BNP likely to have a
significant effect?

Justification for Screening
Assessment

Y

The degree to which the plan or
programme influences other
plans and programmes including
those in a hierarchy.

N

The relevance of the plan or
programme for the integration
of environmental considerations
in particular with a view to
promoting sustainable
development.

N

Environmental problems
relevant to the plan or
programme.

Y

The BNP will set a framework for
developments within the
neighbourhood area. It will be
allocating land for a development of
between 10 and 15 houses and also
supports further small scale
development in the parish. There is a
potential for significant impacts
arising from this.
The BNP must be in general
conformity with strategic policies the
adopted East Devon Local Plan and
have regard to national policies. It
must also be compatible with EU law
and the ECHR obligations. It is not
considered to have a considerable
influence on other plans.
The Plan will contribute towards the
achievement of sustainable
development, as required by the
“basic conditions” on which the plan
will be judged by at examination. A
significant emphasis is placed on
protecting the natural environment
and encouraging high-energy
specification builds.
Although the scale of development is
small there is a potential for small
level environmental problems related
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The relevance of the plan or
programme for the
implementation of Community
legislation on the environment
(e.g. plans and programmes
linked to waste management or
water protection).
The probability, duration,
frequency and reversibility of the
effects.

N

The cumulative nature of the
effects.

N

The trans-boundary nature of
the effects.

N

The risks to human health
or the environment (e.g. due to
accidents).
The magnitude and spatial
extent of the effects
(geographical area and size of
the population likely to be
affected).

N

The value and vulnerability of
the area likely to be affected due
to: special natural characteristics
or cultural heritage; exceeded
environmental quality standards
or limit values; intensive landuse. the effects on areas or
landscapes which have a
recognised national, Community
or international protection
status.

Y

to the allocation of sites.
These community legislation types are
not relevant to the BNP and will not
need to be considered.

Y

Development is proposed within the
Neighbourhood Plan and therefore
some element of environmental
change will take place.
The cumulative effects of proposals
within the Neighbourhood Plan are
unlikely to be significant.
The BNP will only set a framework for
development within the
Neighbourhood Area. The scale of
development it will impact upon is
unlikely to have an effect on
neighbouring areas.
There are no risks to human health
identified.

N

The BNP is concerned only with
development within the Parish of
Broadhembury, which has a resident
population of 708. If there are any
effects they are not considered to be
wide ranging.
Part of Broadhembury parish is
situated within the Blackdown Hills
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
The village is covered by a
conservation area where almost all of
the cottages are listed. The allocation
site is situated in close proximity to
these areas so is likely to have an
impact.

Conclusion
2.11 As a result of the assessment undertaken to broadly assess significant effects on the
environment resulting from the Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan, there is the potential
for environmental effects.
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2.12 The plan is proposing to allocate land for development site in close proximity to the Blackdown
Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and Broadhembury Village conservation area. These
sites are designated as nationally important and therefore it is recommended that an SEA
should accompany the Plan in order to assess the impact of the proposals.
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3.0 Initial Habitat Regulations Screening Assessment
3.1 The draft Neighbourhood Plan has been used to undertake this initial screening assessment. As
the conclusion is that a full Habitat regulations screening is not required, any variations or
additions to the Neighbourhood Plan will be subject to a further screening. A draft screening
report was produced as part of the production of the emerging Local Plan and has been taken
into account in undertaking this screening assessment.
3.2 The Conservation (Natural Habitats &c.) Regulations 1994 (The Habitats Regulations) transpose
the requirements of the European Habitats Directive 92/43/EEC into UK law. The Habitats
Directive and Regulations afford protection to plants, animals and habitats that are rare and
vulnerable in a European context.
3.3 Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) is a systematic process through which the performance
of a plan or project can be assessed for its likely impact on the integrity of a European Site.
European Sites, also referred to as Natura 2000 sites, consist of Special Protection Areas (SPA),
Special Areas of Conservation (SAC);Potential Special Protection Areas and candidate Special
Areas of Conservation (pSPA and cSAC); and listed or proposed Ramsar sites.
Article 6(3) of the Habitats Directive states:
‘Any plan or project not directly connected with or necessary to the management of the site but
likely to have a significant effect thereon, either individually or in combination with other plans
and projects, shall be subject to appropriate assessment of its implications for the site in view of
the site’s conservation objectives’.
3.4 No sites have been identified as potentially relevant to the Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan.
3.5 Natural England were consulted on the initial designation of the Neighbourhood Area and did

not identify any specific considerations.
Screening Criteria Questions
1.

Is the Neighbourhood Plan directly connected with, or necessary to the management of a European
site for nature conservation?
No

2.

Does the Neighbourhood Plan propose new development or allocate sites for development?
The Neighbourhood Plan proposes to allocate a single site to the south west of the village.
The level of development proposed (small-scale, well related to the built up area, to meet local
needs) is broadly in conformity with the adopted East Devon Local Plan, which doesn’t specify
numbers in each settlement but has a presumption in favour of development within (or in the case
of affordable exception sites well related to,) the Built-up Area Boundary.
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The level of development in the Plan is also in line with the emerging East Devon Local Plan which
allows small scale development within built up area boundaries and ‘exceptions’ housing (on a 2/3
affordable, 1/3 market basis) to meet local needs. A detailed assessment of potential impacts will be
carried out when specific sites come forward through the planning system.
The existing, adopted Local Plan was not subject to an HRA (it pre-dated the requirement) but, as
the type of small scale housing referred to in the Broadhembury Plan accords with Local Plan policy,
re/development has already been found to be acceptable in principle. Development schemes should
include an area of open space which is intended to meet some recreational pressures arising from
new residents and the existing population.
The policies in the Neighbourhood Plan do also accord with the emerging Local Plan for the District
which is subject to an HRA. A screening opinion was provided by Land Use Consultants early in the
Plan production process and an HRA was completed by Footprint Ecology before, and informed, the
submission version of the Local Plan. It indicated that the Local Plan will have sufficient policy
provisions to enable the subsequent delivery of necessary measures to avoid and mitigate adverse
effects on the integrity of European Sites.
3. Are there any other projects or plans that together with the Neighbourhood Plan could impact
on the integrity of a European Site?
No
3.6 Conclusion
3.7 The Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan does not require a Habitat Regulation Assessment.
3.8 The Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan is unlikely to have an adverse effect on a European
site (as defined in the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (d), alone or in
combination with other plans and projects. It does not propose a level of development
significantly over and above that in the adopted Local Plan and is in accordance with the
emerging Local Plan (which was itself subject to HRA).
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17. Crime

16. Education




Poor range of facilities





Poor road quality



Poor broadband and cellular
networks
Limited Local employment
opportunities
Low crime rate










Continued viability of
Broadhembury primary school
High levels of car ownership and
lack of public transport
Flooding









Meeting local housing need



Older population age distribution







Pedestrian and cyclist safety




Protecting biodiversity
Good health

15. Safety

14. Jobs

13. Flooding



12. Emissions



11. Air, soil, water



10.Transport

9. Biodiversity



8. Environment

6. Heritage

5. Provision

4. Noise

3. Health



7. AONB

Protecting the countryside and the
AONB
Protecting heritage and local
character
Low crime rate

2. Facilities

Themes

1. Housing

Appendix 3: Linking themes to the objectives
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Appendix 4: Comparison between Local Plan objectives and Broadhembury Neighbourhood Plan
objectives
Local Plan
To ensure everybody has the
opportunity to live in a decent
home.

Neighbourhood Plan
To ensure a supply of homes
consistent with the identified
housing needs of the parish.

To ensure that all groups of the
population have access to
community services.

Ensure that all groups of the
population have access to local
community services and facilities

To provide for education, skills
and lifelong learning to:
i. meet the needs of the local
population, and ii. meet local
employment needs.
To improve the population’s
health.

To ensure quality primary
education opportunities are
available within the parish.

To reduce crime and fear of
crime.

To maintain and improve crime
levels in the Parish

To reduce noise levels and
minimise exposure of people to
unacceptable levels of noise
pollution.
To maintain and improve
cultural, social and leisure
provision.
To maintain and enhance built
and historic assets.
To promote the conservation
and wise use of land and protect
and enhance the landscape
character of East Devon.
To maintain the local amenity,
quality and character of the
local environment.
To conserve and enhance the
biodiversity of East Devon.
To promote and encourage noncar based modes of transport
and reduce journey lengths.

To reduce noise levels and
minimise exposure of people to
unacceptable levels of noise
pollution.
To maintain and improve
cultural, social and leisure
provision
To maintain and enhance built
and historic assets
To protect and enhance the
landscape and tranquillity of the
Blackdown Hills AONB and its
setting.
To maintain the local amenity,
quality and character of the local
environment
To conserve and enhance the
biodiversity of the parish.
To promote and encourage noncar based modes of transport,
reduce journey lengths and the

To maintain and improve levels
of health in the parish.
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Explanation if different
There is an identified housing
need in Broadhembury and so
this policy gives a clear local
focus.
A full range of community
services are not available in
Broadhembury so it is important
that a focus is placed on
ensuring that residents have
access to those that are present.
This focus on primary education
is more locally focused on the
services that Broadhembury has.

Broadhembury already has good
levels of health so an emphasis
on maintaining as well as
improving is appropriate.
Broadhembury already has low
rates of crime so an emphasis on
maintaining as well as improving
is appropriate

The Blackdown Hills are an
important feature in
Broadhembury and this should
be reflected in the objectives.

Added a parish focus
Due to the limited range of
facilities in Broadhembury it was
felt that an additional focus on

Local Plan

Neighbourhood Plan
need to travel.

To maintain and enhance the
environment in terms of air, soil
and water quality.
To contribute towards a
reduction in local emissions of
greenhouse gases.

To maintain and enhance the
environment in terms of air, soil
and water quality.
To contribute towards a
reduction in local emissions of
greenhouse gases and encourage
the use of renewable energy
sources.

To ensure that there is no
increase in the risk of flooding.
To ensure energy consumption
is as efficient as possible.
To promote wise use of waste
resources whilst reducing waste
production and disposal.
To maintain sustainable growth
of employment for East Devon,
to match levels of jobs with the
economically active workforce.
To maintain and enhance the
vitality and viability of the Towns
of East Devon.
To encourage and accommodate
both indigenous and inward
investment.

To ensure that there is no
increase in the risk of flooding.

Explanation if different
reducing the need to travel was
important.

The NPPF places a particular
importance in planning
positively for renewable energy
and there are good
opportunities to do this in rural
areas.

It was felt this objective was
already covered
This objective was not relevant
to the parish
To facilitate and encourage job
opportunities in the parish to
ensure a thriving rural
community

It was felt the revised objective
better reflected the rural
characteristics of
Broadhembury.
This objective was not relevant
to the parish
This objective was not relevant
to the parish

To reduce impact of traffic and
improve pedestrian safety
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This objective was introduced as
it came up as an important
environmental issue in the
parish.

